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Abstract 

Counter-mapping is a technique that young people can use to take informed action 

on community issues through the mapping process. This mixed-methods study examined 

how ninth-graders in a large urban district in Iowa developed spatial thinking skills while 

engaging in counter-mapping in their community and the extent to which they used those 

maps to take informed action. A nine-week learning progression for counter-mapping 

scaffolded progress variables across three different spatial thinking standards and one 

inquiry standard. Findings indicated that students improved throughout the learning 

progression, but some needed teacher support to conduct spatial inquiries. Chances of 

reaching the upper anchor on a learning goal were positively associated with prior 

opportunities to grapple with complex spatial reasoning tasks. Students shifted over the 

learning progression from viewing maps as navigational tools to using them as 

communication tools. The extent to which students could use counter-maps to take 

informed action depended on their level of spatial literacy. Student reflections 

demonstrated that the hypothesized upper anchor of the inquiry standard and the lower 

anchor of the mental maps standard needed revision. Ninth-graders in the study could not 

take community-level informed action, but they could take personal action and propose 

potential solutions to spatial problems. Some significant results showed female students 

performed better than male students early in the learning progression. Latino students 

outperformed White students on two tasks. Counter-mapping is a place-based and asset-

based pedagogical tool that can build critical spatial thinking skills while affirming 

students’ identities.
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

In 2014, the world’s leading GIS software supplier, Esri, committed one billion 

dollars to support entirely free access to ArcGIS Online for all kindergarten through 12th-

grade students in the United States (Esri 2014). While the initiative extended President 

Obama’s plan to strengthen STEM education, it also had potentially far-reaching effects 

on geography education. Esri’s effort to place cutting-edge geographic information 

systems (GIS) software into the hands of school children reflects the widespread growth 

of geospatial technologies in private and public spheres over the past three decades. 

Online mapping and crowdsourced spatial data lessen economic barriers to accessing 

spatial information (Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell 2016). As a result, these new digital 

technologies have contributed to participatory and citizen mapping projects for protest, 

city planning, and claims to resources. Such platforms have facilitated research interests 

in how youth think about and take informed action on social justice issues (Keiper 1999; 

Elwood et al. 2007; Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell 2016; Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012; 

Schlemper et al. 2019; Wilson et al. 2019; Fileborn 2021). 

 While educational research in geography proposes several frameworks for 

developing spatial thinking skills, much less is known about how counter-mapping 

experiences shape students’ development of spatial thinking skills and their sense of 

place. Although Indigenous groups have long used counter-mapping to claim land and 

resources (Peluso 1995), only a handful of studies have been conducted on counter-

mapping with adolescents (Taylor and Hall 2013). Youth engagement in participatory 

mapping, sketch mapping, citizen mapping, and community mapping has been well-
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documented in the literature (Dennis 2006; Lee and Bednarz 2012; Taylor and Hall 2013; 

Curtis et al. 2014; Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell 2016; Annamma 2017; Metoyer and 

Bednarz 2017; Schlemper et al. 2018; Reed 2019; Wilson et al. 2019; Solís, Anderson, 

and Rajagopalan 2021); however, what students do with the resulting geographic 

information has yet to be fully understood and articulated. Participatory maps are made 

but rarely deployed meaningful ways to solve spatial problems in the community.  

Research Aims 

This study aims to provide educators with a framework for improving students’ 

critical spatial literacy skills through counter-mapping. As a result, youth will better 

understand equitable access to valuable assets and resources that can improve the quality 

of life throughout the community. For the purposes of this study, counter-mapping will 

be defined as a technique young people use to take informed action on community issues 

through the mapping process. Counter-mapping is a means for young people to build and 

practice critical spatial thinking skills and take informed action on social justice issues in 

their communities in ways that produce real change. 

Research Questions 

The primary research question driving this study focused on the spatial thinking skills 

that students used while engaging in learning activities related to counter-mapping. In 

addition, a second supporting research question explored how students used their counter-

maps to influence community decisions.   

1. How do students learn spatial literacy when counter-mapping? 

2. To what extent do students use counter-maps as decision-making and problem-

solving tools in their community? 
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Research Objectives 

 Guided by the overarching research questions, the following three objectives 

informed the study design, data collection, analysis, and conclusion. Objectives one and 

two stem from the primary research question about spatial thinking skills, while the third 

objective explores the supporting research question about counter-maps as decision-

making tools.  

1. Identify the spatial thinking skills that students employ while engaging in counter-

mapping experiences. 

2. Describe the learning progression of spatial thinking skills and capabilities that 

youth gain through counter-mapping experiences. 

3. Evaluate to what extent students use counter-maps as decision-making and 

problem-solving tools in their communities. 
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Chapter 2: 

Literature Review 

 Two collections of literature provided a basis for this study: theories of mapping 

and empirical studies of map use in classrooms. First, this chapter describes how counter-

mapping is situated within six theoretical frameworks: 1) critical cartography, 2) spatial 

thinking abilities, 3) geography instructional standards, 4) learning progressions, 5) 

cognitive load theory, and 6) critical pedagogies. These frameworks informed the design 

of the learning progression, proficiency scales, and assessments for counter-mapping. 

Next, the chapter provides a comprehensive overview of mapping studies conducted with 

youth, which informed the research methods used for this study. Mapping studies were 

selected, organized, and analyzed using three themes: 1) focus on spatial thinking skills, 

2) access to space and sense of belonging, and 3) youth-led informed action. At the end 

of the chapter, the researcher presents three considerations for counter-mapping research. 

Theoretical Frameworks 

Critical Cartography & Counter-Mapping 

Cultural studies of mapping provide a critical analysis of the power structures 

embedded in maps that reflect the cartographer’s perspective and mapping methods 

(Pickles 2004). Mapping is an inherently political act carried out in dynamic social 

contexts. Choices about how to construct the map reflect the mapmaker’s beliefs, 

interests, ways of knowing, and relationships to dominant power structures (Harley 2001; 

Pickles 2004; Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012; Vélez and Solórzano 2017; Fileborn 2021). 

Historically marginalized groups were often erased from this process entirely. 
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 Critical cartographers use counter-maps to challenge traditional positivist 

approaches in mapping. By acknowledging the mapmaker’s positionalities, critical 

cartographers value local knowledge, evaluating the extent to which maps silence 

marginalized groups (Kwan 2002; Crampton and Krygier 2005; Vélez and Solórzano 

2017). Maps are sources of power and information and can become a tool for activism. 

When appropriated by historically marginalized groups, they offer an opportunity to 

restore a power imbalance and enact sustainably just solutions (Peluso 1995).  

Peluso (1995) coined the term counter-mapping in her research exploring how 

local forest dwellers in Indonesia reclaimed territory from state authorities who had 

drawn them out of official government maps. Counter-mapping enabled locals to 

appropriate the techniques and manner of representation used by those in power to draw 

new maps and claim resources. These maps offered a more accurate reflection of how 

local communities utilized and thought of their resources than the maps produced by 

state-sponsored cartographers.  

Today counter-cartographies are being reimagined as dynamic, responsive ways 

to map pressing social justice issues. For example, social media sites calling attention to 

street harassment produce counternarratives to the crime mapping conducted by 

criminologists, which often neglect the “social and cultural production of space and 

place” (Fileborn 2021, 1204). Because these sites are interactive, the public actively 

constructs street harassment crime maps that position the perpetrators as the central focus 

of the issue, not the victims. Like the counter-mapping in Indonesia, these maps 

empowered underrepresented groups to reclaim the geographic spaces they occupied.  
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Critical GIS, a subset of critical cartography, was only an emerging field in the 

1990s but has become more widely embraced with the exponential growth in low-cost, 

open-source mapping services during the 21st century. Participatory GIS (PGIS) 

incorporates local knowledge into the mapping efforts of urban planners, resource 

managers, emergency responders, and community activists. PGIS uses an inclusive 

methodological approach to map community needs and assets by drawing on a 

participatory action research framework. Visualizations created in partnership with local 

stakeholders act as practical negotiation tools in communicating with elected officials and 

decision-makers (Elwood et al. 2007). Centering local voices makes solutions more 

responsive to community needs. 

While GIS is a powerful tool for analyzing and manipulating vast amounts of 

quantitative data, qualitative GIS is especially effective at mobilizing community action. 

GIS enables the researcher to situate qualitative data in a spatial context. Sketch maps, 

ethnographic narratives, images, and videos can provide insights into unique individual 

experiences that the mapmaker might miss in purely quantitative studies. For example, 

researchers examining safety in public spaces benefit from incorporating first-hand 

accounts of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer community members who 

navigate those spaces in daily life (Boschmann and Cubbon 2014). Descriptive and 

contextual information is often missing from maps used to negotiate public policy 

change. As Dennis (2006) explains, because “GIS is the language of planning power,” it 

shapes public debate and government decision-making about important community issues 

(2043). The everyday experiences of local people get circumvented by the priorities of 

professional planners, who are often community outsiders (Dennis 2006; Elwood et al. 
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2007; Taylor and Hall 2013; Wilson et al. 2019). Qualitative GIS conducted in a 

participatory setting holds great potential to offer more holistic, responsive, and inclusive 

solutions to local issues. 

Spatial Thinking Abilities & Skills in Youth 

In the last twenty years, geography researchers have aimed to identify spatial 

thinking abilities, concepts, and skills and the cognitive processes from which they 

originate. Table 1 details the progression of this body of research, beginning with the 

National Research Council’s study on spatial thinking in 2006. Learning to Think 

Spatially aimed to explore and explain the intricacies of spatial thinking and then propose 

a support system for K-12 educators to teach these skills through GIS (National Research 

Council 2006). This seminal work proposed that spatial thinking amalgamated “concepts 

of space, tools of representation, and processes of reasoning” used across physical, 

intellectual, and life spaces (National Research Council 2006, 3).  

Three studies after this publication proposed more specific frameworks for spatial 

reasoning skills. First, Gersmehl and Gersmehl (2007) distilled spatial thinking into eight 

neurologically independent modes, concluding that spatial thinking develops early in 

childhood and accumulates over the life course. Second, Golledge, Marsh, and Battersby 

(2008) proposed a five-level hierarchy of geospatial conceptualization to inform more 

developmentally appropriate learning progressions. Third, Janelle and Goodchild (2009) 

argued that eight foundational spatial concepts establish the basis for inquiry on social 

problems. Using skills, concepts, and abilities identified by these researchers, Lee and 

Bednarz (2012) generated the Spatial Thinking Ability Test (STAT) to assess spatial 

thinking in middle school to university students. One limitation of the STAT is that it 
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only uses the multiple-choice format to assess spatial thinking, which might not account 

for student abilities demonstrated in other forms of assessment.  

 

Table 1 Progression of Proposed Spatial Thinking Abilities, Concepts, & Skills 
     

 

Learning to 
Think Spatially 

 

 

Gersmehl & 
Gersmehl 

 

 

Golledge, Marsh, 
& Battersby 

 

 

Janelle & 
Goodchild 

 

 
Lee & Bednarz 

 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2012 

 

Identified 3 
elements of spatial 
thinking  

 

8 independent 
modes of spatial 
thinking 

 

5-level ontology of 
geospatial tasks, 
hierarchically 
arranged 

 

Identified 8 
foundational 
concepts for 
thinking about 
social and spatial 
problems 
 

 

Generated a Spatial 
Thinking Ability 
Test (STAT) to 
assess 8 spatial 
thinking abilities 
 

 
Space 
 
Representation 
 
Reasoning 
 

 
Comparison 
 
Aura 
 
Region 
 
Hierarchy 
 
Transition 
 
Analogy 
 
Pattern 
 
Association 
 

 
I: Identity, 
location, 
magnitude, space-
time 
 
II: Distance, 
order, sequence, 
distribution, line, 
shape, direction 
 
III: Slope, pattern, 
connectivity, 
adjacency, angle, 
classification, 
coordinate/grid 
pattern, polygon 
 
IV: Hierarchy, 
overlay/dissolve, 
map projection, 
slope/gradient 
 
V: Rotation, 
translation, 
transformation, 
spatial association 
 

 
Location 
 
Distance 
 
Network 
 
Neighborhood 
and Region 
 
Scale 
 
Spatial 
Heterogeneity 
 
Spatial 
Dependence 
 
Objects and 
Fields 
 
 

 
Orientation and 
direction 
 
Comparing map 
to graphic 
information 
 
Best location 
analysis  
 
Slope profile on 
topographic map 
 
Correlating 
spatial 
distribution 
 
Visualizing 3-D 
image from 2-D 
information 
 
Point, line, 
polygon 

 

Based on the results of the STAT test, Lee and Bednarz (2012) argued that spatial 

thinking might not be a list of independent skills as previous studies indicated. Instead, 
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their results suggested that several different skills make up spatial ability, and individuals 

might be exceptionally skilled in some areas yet weak in others. Despite the STAT’s lack 

of assessment on students’ spatial problem-solving techniques, Lee and Bednarz (2012) 

effectively drew attention to the role of GIS and other geospatial tools in developing 

spatial thinking skills in young people. 

Geography Standards 

There are two comprehensive guides to geography instruction for kindergarten 

through high school students in the United States. The first national standards in 

geography, Geography for Life, were published in 1994 and then updated in 2012. This 

framework included eighteen geographic knowledge standards across six essential 

elements. Knowledge and performance statements across three grade bands were added 

in the 2012 update (Heffron and Downs 2012). In 2015, some states and districts began 

adopting the College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies State 

Standards (National Council for the Social Studies 2013). The Geography for Life 

authors (Heffron and Downs 2012) contributed to the development of the C3 framework, 

paring down the original 18 standards to a more operational set of criteria framed around 

the Essential Elements. One distinguishing feature of the revised geography standards in 

the C3 Framework is that they are embedded within an “Inquiry Arc,” which serves as a 

frame for applying geographic concepts to challenges in the world (6). The National 

Geography Standards and the C3 Framework were critical guides for social studies 

teachers across the United States in designing and implementing geography curricula in 

elementary through high school. All 50 states have established state standards for 

geography, often using Geography for Life and the C3 Framework as models. While 
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states suggest using these standards to guide curriculum planning, more research should 

focus on how students navigate learning progressions to achieve mastery of geography 

content and skills (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015). 

Learning Progressions in Geography 

Following the 2012 update to Geography for Life, the Road Map Geography 

Education Research Committee (GERC) issued a report with thirteen recommendations 

to improve research in geography education and support the development of a more 

geographically literate society (Bednarz, Heffron, and Huynh 2013). One of the key 

recommendations from the Road Map GERC was to conduct empirical studies to identify 

learning progressions in geography education. In response to that call for research, the 

Association of American Geographers produced a GeoProgressions handbook to train 

geographers and education researchers in methods for conducting and validating learning 

progressions and assessments related to the three spatial thinking standards within 

Essential Element 1 of the Geography for Life: National Geography Standards (Solem, 

Huynh, and Boehm 2015). Table 2 provides the standards precisely as they appear in 

Geography for Life (Heffron and Downs 2012).  

 

Table 2 Standards in Essential Element 1: The World in Spatial Terms 

Geography Standard 1 

 

How to use maps and other geographic representations, geospatial 
technologies, and spatial thinking to understand and communicate 
information. 
 

Geography Standard 2 
 

How to use mental maps to organize information about people, places, and 
environments in a spatial context. 
 

Geography Standard 3 
 

How to analyze the spatial organization of people, places, and 
environments on Earth’s surface. 
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Recent research on learning progressions in geography aims to understand how 

students develop spatial thinking skills while navigating a curriculum. A learning 

progression documents a student’s journey as they gain increasingly sophisticated 

mastery of a discipline over time (National Research Council 2007). It shows what 

students know before beginning a learning journey and how their thinking progresses 

after formal learning opportunities (Larsen and Harrington 2018). Studies on learning 

progressions have the potential to inform better teaching practices for fostering spatial 

thinking and might reveal important insights into how students’ value systems shape the 

way they process and organize new information (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015).  

Learning progressions contain four essential components: 1) the learning goal, 2) 

progress variables, 3) assessments, and 4) instructional sequences (Solem, Huynh, and 

Boehm 2015). These components are clearly defined in Table 3. A learning progression 

includes an upper and lower anchor, often based on the national standards for the 

appropriate grade band. Each student might take a different route to an upper anchor, 

which makes defining the “messy middle” between anchors challenging because students 

might only demonstrate partially formed or correct understanding (Solem, Huynh, and 

Boehm 2015). Assessments should match the upper anchor and provide researchers with 

a way to gauge a student’s level of understanding in the learning progression. Most 

importantly, student responses on assessments can inform the need to refine or modify a 

progression to maximize student learning (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015; Larsen et al. 

2018). 
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Table 3 Components of Learning Progressions 

Learning Goal 
 
Also referred to as “learning 
targets” and “upper anchors.” 

 

An educational goal based on student capabilities and knowledge. 
Students need these abilities and skills to participate fully in society 
or to move to the next step in the learning progression. National and 
state standards can be considered “upper anchors,” describing what 
students can achieve within a grade-level band.  
 

 

Progress Variables 
 
Also known as “hypothesized 
developmental progressions of 
thinking and learning.” 
 

Hypothetical pathways a student might take while mastering a 
learning goal and working toward the upper anchor. They represent 
the levels of understanding that students demonstrate during an 
assessment or learning activity.  

Assessments 

 

Learning tasks that allow students to reveal their level of 
understanding of a learning goal. Assessments should be validated 
to ensure they consistently measure student performance.   
 

Instructional Sequence 

 

Order of learning activities to be carried out by the teacher. The 
sequence is designed to provide students with multiple opportunities 
to learn and grow in their understanding of a learning goal.  
 

 

Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz (2015) identified three methodological approaches 

for studying learning progressions. One research model proposes developing a learning 

progression based solely on literature about student learning. The other two 

methodologies emphasize developing and revising learning progressions based on student 

assessment data and performance (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015). Academic research 

traditionally looks from the outside in; however, teachers and students are untapped 

experts in learning progression research. Larsen and colleagues (2018) note the reciprocal 

benefits for teachers and researchers who engage in learning progression research 

together. For researchers, classroom observation of student learning and teacher 

interventions can help them conduct more practical and informed studies of geography 

education. Teachers also benefit from timely feedback about student learning that can 

help them develop more individualized and student-centered strategies to support 

students in subject mastery (Larsen et al. 2018). 
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Larsen and Harrington (2018) identified three main challenges and solutions for 

learning progressions in geography. First, because it is challenging to capture how 

individual students acquire new skills, learning progressions should be responsive and 

reflective of student identities and experiences in a place (Larsen and Harrington 2018). 

Culturally responsive teaching practices provide one way to build more student-centered 

learning progressions (Ladson-Billings 1995; Gay 2010; Paris 2012; Hammond 2014). 

Second, geography is a complex subject that requires students to build geospatial 

synthesis skills over time. Reducing the number of subjects in the progression and 

focusing on crosscutting concepts, like spatial thinking, are ways to reduce the cognitive 

load on students (Sweller 1988; 2010; Larsen and Harrington 2018). Third, learning 

progressions are not always developmentally appropriate. Careful consideration should 

be given to selecting the upper anchor and designing the instructional sequence, 

assessments, and progress variables that lead students there (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 

2015; Larsen and Harrington 2018; Larsen et al. 2018). Learning progression researchers 

must engage in iterative conversations with both teachers and students to truly understand 

how students think about a concept (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015; Larsen and 

Harrington 2018; Larsen et al. 2018).  

Cognitive Load Theory 

 Cognitive load theory offers a framework to inform the design of developmentally 

appropriate learning progressions. Research on problem-solving and instructional design 

led to the formation of Sweller’s cognitive load theory (CLT) in the late 1980s. Sweller’s 

work investigated why some instructional materials were more effective than others at 

promoting learning. CLT prioritized the impact of instructional design and prior 
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knowledge on learning rather than motivation or other individual factors (Sweller 1988). 

Sweller suggested learners face three types of cognitive load: extraneous (due to 

instructional procedures), intrinsic (related to the complexity of the task), and germane 

(mental energy expended while learning). Effective instruction balances all three types of 

cognitive load. By reducing extraneous cognitive load and managing intrinsic cognitive 

load, teachers can create cognitive space for germane cognitive load (Sweller 2010). 

Today, CLT is widely recognized as an essential framework for understanding how 

instructional sequencing and design can be optimized to promote learning. 

More recently, Howarth and Sinton (2011) used cognitive load theory to rethink 

frameworks for implementing problem-based GIS instruction. GIS instructors can use 

CLT in combination with frameworks of spatial conceptual knowledge to appropriately 

sequence instruction. Spatial primitives like identity, location, and direction can build 

toward more complex spatial reasoning concepts like density, pattern, and buffers 

(Golledge 2002; Golledge, Marsh, and Battersby 2008; Howarth and Sinton 2011). 

Problem-based GIS tasks are often so cognitively demanding that if students are given 

minimum guidance or lack prior knowledge, the cognitive load may be too high for them 

to succeed (Kester, Paas, and Van Merriënboer 2010). Novice students need more 

structured guidance, while expert students need unguided practice opportunities to build 

their own internal feedback loops and cognitive representations (Kirschner, Sweller, and 

Clark 2006; Kester, Paas, and Van Merriënboer 2010; Howarth and Sinton 2011). 

Ultimately, the design of learning sequences in geography should limit the extraneous 

cognitive load of the GIS software while maximizing opportunities for students to try out 

their new knowledge in appropriately scaffolded situations.   
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Culturally Relevant, Responsive, and Sustaining Pedagogy 

One significant challenge in learning progression research is equitable outcomes 

for various gender and ethnic identities. There are well-documented gaps in academic 

performance among ethnic and gender groups (Linn and Petersen 1985; Voyer, Voyer, 

and Bryden 1995; Rittenhouse 1998; McGlone and Aronson 2006; Newcombe 2007; 

Jencks and Phillips 2011; Milner 2012). Despite a substantial body of literature on 

opportunity gaps, much is yet to be known about how socioeconomic status, gender, race,  

or ethnicity might affect spatial thinking. Since the 1980s, researchers generally regarded 

males as superior to females in spatial reasoning skills; however, more recent research 

suggests those sex differences are limited and insignificant (Mohan and Mohan 2013). 

Both males and females perform poorly on spatial tasks and require targeted learning 

interventions (Terlecki and Newcombe 2005; Mohan and Mohan 2013).  

Furthermore, how nonbinary and other gender-diverse students perform on spatial 

tasks is not understood. A study investigating results of the National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP) Geography tests for eighth grade found that large gaps 

exist for Black and Hispanic students, those on an individualized educational plan (IEP), 

and English language learners, but gender-based differences were much more minor 

(Solem 2023). Learning progressions research should address these gaps with more 

culturally inclusive teaching pedagogies.  

Counter-mapping offers a place-based learning intervention to help students build 

critical spatial thinking skills that affirm gender, racial, and ethnic identities. Learning 

activities and assessments in this pilot study were informed by Culturally Relevant 

Pedagogy (Ladson-Billings 1995), Culturally Responsive Teaching (Gay 2010; 
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Hammond 2014), and Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy (Paris 2012). While these 

theoretical frameworks vary, they all support an asset-based approach that affirms diverse 

student identities by connecting the curriculum to students’ unique cultural stores of 

knowledge and prior experiences. Ladson-Billings (1995) recognized the importance of 

fostering the kind of critical consciousness in students that enables them to problem solve 

and reason, especially about societal inequalities. Paris (2012) extended this pedagogy to 

building more equitable access to opportunities for racial and ethnic communities, 

arguing that schools are accountable for sustaining the communities they serve. Studies 

on stereotype threat reveal that simply reminding students of their membership to certain 

social groups can mitigate stigmas that lead to lower performance (Ladson-Billings 2002; 

McGlone and Aronson 2006; Borman, Choi, and Hall 2020).  

Assessments in counter-mapping draw on students’ connection to their 

neighborhood, school campus, and the broader community. Mental maps have been 

shown to improve student performance and success because they help educators better 

understand student values, interests, and cultures (Gillespie 2010). These maps help 

teachers develop more culturally responsive instruction to make learning meaningful for 

students. Asset mapping is a tool that focuses on the local resources and institutions 

already doing transformative, positive work in the community. Asking students to plot 

these assets spatially allows them to tap into existing asset networks and deter them from 

falling victim to deficit ideology focusing on a community’s problems and deficiencies.  

Communities that build on their assets rather than focusing on their deficits enact 

more sustainable change and gain community-wide support (Kretzmann and McKnight 

1993; Mathie and Cunningham 2003; Jakes et al. 2015). Furthermore, local counter-
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mapping activities in familiar places affirm student identities and extend new 

appreciation for the connections between people and landscapes in creating 

representations of places (Ladson-Billings 1995; Larsen and Harrington Jr. 2018). Using 

counter-maps to identify, investigate, analyze, and generate solutions to community 

issues will encourage students to develop their critical consciousness in how they analyze 

and propose solutions to spatial injustices (Ladson-Billings 1995).   

Youth Counter-Mapping Research 

Throughout the literature on critical geographies, children’s experiences were 

largely neglected, especially studies of 13- to 18-year-olds (Mohan and Mohan 2013; 

Curtis et al. 2014). Youth represent an untapped resource in solving community 

problems. Participatory mapping supports development of critical spatial thinking skills 

and can empower young people as changemakers in their communities (Taylor and Hall 

2013; Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell 2016; Schlemper et al. 2018; 2019). This section 

summarizes the recent literature on mapping studies conducted on youth (ages 5 to 18) 

using three criteria: 1) Did youth gain or enhance spatial literacy skills? 2) Were youth 

engaged in mapping that increased their access to spaces and sense of belonging in their 

communities? 3) Did the task lead to youth-led, informed action in the community? Due 

to the lack of recent literature on counter-mapping with youth, studies of participatory 

mapping, community mapping, and sketch mapping were considered since they share 

some inherent qualities with counter-mapping. Table 4 visualizes the review of recent 

literature on participant mapping studies. 
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Table 4 Review of Recent Literature on Participant Mapping Studies 
 

 
Spatial Thinking Skills 
 

 

Access to Spaces & 
Sense of Belonging 
 

 
Youth-led, Informed Action 
 

 
Gordon, Elwood, & Mitchell 
(2016) 
 
Metoyer & Bednarz (2017) 
 
Schlemper et al. (2018, 2019) 
 
Solís, Anderson, &  
Rajagopalan (2021) 
 
Taylor & Hall (2013) 
 

 
Curtis et al. (2014) 
 
Dennis (2006) 
 
Gordon et al. (2016) 
 
Reed (2019) 
 
Schlemper et al. (2018, 2019) 
 
Taylor & Hall (2013) 
 
Wilson et al. (2019) 
 
 

 
Schlemper et al. (2018, 2019) 
 
Solís et al. (2018) 
 
Solís, Anderson, &  
Rajagopalan (2021) 
 
Taylor & Hall (2013) 

Note: Studies are listed in alphabetical order by author. 
   

 

Acquisition of Spatial Thinking Skills 

Several studies have been conducted on how young people acquire spatial 

thinking skills while mapping. According to the participatory mapping study conducted 

by Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell (2016), interactive digital mapping enhances critical 

spatial learning skills that cultivate civic engagement. Based on their study of girls at an 

independent school in Seattle, interactive mapping fostered critical spatial thinking skills 

that helped participants unpack the socio-spatial nature of oppressive systems and how to 

confront them. Many participants could not place their historical topic in a spatial context 

during the baseline activity but showed marked improvement in spatial reasoning skills 

throughout the study. Participants learned about the role of space in excluding and 

marginalizing different groups. The maps helped them visualize inequalities and 

conceptualize how they were produced. They could also connect historical examples of 

civic action to the present, including relationships to their personal lives (Gordon, 
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Elwood, and Mitchell 2016). This participatory mapping project strengthened students’ 

critical spatial thinking skills and their ability to explain how social and spatial processes 

contributed to the social injustices in their world today; however, the participants did not 

directly act to rectify these injustices. Additionally, the study had a small sample size 

limited to only 29 girls, all attending an independent school.  

Other youth-centered participatory mapping projects have noted similar growth in 

spatial skills but were also conducted in workshops outside public schools with small 

groups of students. In a citizen mapping project with 25 students in grades 7-12, 

Schlemper and colleagues (2019) found that students expressed increased confidence in 

using geospatial technologies and skills. Throughout the project, students engaged in “a 

GPS treasure hunt, drone demonstration, geocaching, fieldwork in the community, and a 

variety of geospatial computer games” (26). In another study, Taylor and Hall (2013) 

organized a five-week bicycle workshop that engaged six young people in counter-

mapping their city’s bike paths. Youth produced hand-drawn maps and Google Maps of 

their neighborhoods, and this kind of hands-on work with geospatial tools enhanced 

spatial literacy development (Taylor and Hall 2013). Their work supported previous 

research on using geospatial technologies to improve young people’s spatial thinking 

abilities (Keiper 1999; Metoyer and Bednarz 2017). However, small sample sizes and 

study settings in summer workshops limit the ability to reproduce these studies in public 

school classroom contexts (Goodchild et al. 2021).  

One study with 102 students in a tenth-grade honors world geography class in 

Texas focused on the development of spatial thinking skills through geospatial 

technology (Metoyer and Bednarz 2017). The study found that geospatial technology did 
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not improve spatial thinking skills; however, students who used geospatial technologies 

did perform better than students who used paper-and-pencil maps, especially male 

students. Metoyer and Bednarz (2017) also found that teaching through the use of GIS 

and other geospatial tools was most beneficial to students who already had high spatial 

thinking skills. There were no significant differences by gender. The study suggested that 

novice students require more scaffolded instruction to successfully use geospatial 

technologies, which is supported by cognitive load research (Kester, Paas, and Van 

Merriënboer 2010; Plass, Moreno, and Brünken 2010; Howarth and Sinton 2011). 

However, the small sample size (n = 102) makes it difficult to determine to what extent 

observed trends were due to chance. In addition, the study was limited to honors students, 

which are unlikely to have more school-wide representative numbers of students on 

individualized learning plans (IEPs), 504 plans, or English learners (ELs).  

Access to Spaces & Sense of Belonging 

Participatory mapping effectively assesses how young people access spaces in 

their communities and construct a sense of belonging. Spatial narratives, a concept 

proposed by Schlemper and colleagues (2018), are a tool for understanding how young 

people perceive their neighborhoods. Many of the borders within neighborhoods are 

socially constructed—invisible on traditional political maps. Only neighborhood 

residents understand the spatial delineation between belonging and exclusion (Peluso 

1995; Curtis et al. 2014; Gordon, Elwood, and Mitchell 2016; Schlemper et al. 2018; 

Reed 2019). After participating in a summer workshop and conducting fieldwork, sketch 

maps showed that students expanded their spatial narratives and felt familiar with many 

of the previously unfamiliar areas where they had conducted fieldwork (Schlemper et al. 
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2018). Most importantly, students confronted several misconceptions about surrounding 

neighborhoods through fieldwork, secondary research, and mapping. Although 

perception mapping activities are suitable for visualizing feelings about an area, results 

can vary depending on directions given to participants and the types of base maps used 

for the study (Curtis et al. 2014). Maps of neighborhood perceptions also have limited 

ability to inform actual policy change (Curtis et al. 2014).     

Because of their marginalized position, society often overlooks children as 

valuable sources of knowledge for informing policy change that could improve their 

access to community resources. Adults often view youth as social problems, which leads 

city planners to neglect personal testimonies about their experiences in public spaces. 

Dennis (2006) argues that qualitative GIS is a means to incorporate the narratives and 

experiences of young people into the decision-making process at the municipal level. 

Their insights offer planners important information that should be included in 

professionally produced maps. For example, city planners often assume abandoned 

buildings produce negative perceptions of neighborhoods; however, youth do not always 

think like professional planners. A participatory urban planning study by Dennis (2006) 

showed that youth often viewed vacant lots as visual reminders of broken promises by 

city officials to create public green spaces and community gardens. When maps included 

youth voices from the community, city planners gained an alternative perspective about 

potential interventions to improve neighborhood perceptions.  

Children’s perspectives could also improve access to school transportation. The 

literature suggests that children think differently about adults concerning their 

perceptions of and experiences in the same environment. Wilson and colleagues (2019) 
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used participatory action research and qualitative GIS to evaluate how children think 

about their travel to school. Community stakeholders heard directly from elementary 

students about their experiences. Ultimately, the study demonstrated the importance of 

centering children as experts in public policy research. Children assigned perceived 

meaning to the built environment they experienced on their journeys to school, which 

illuminated gaps in adult interventions, especially related to their affective landscapes 

(Wilson et al. 2019). Crossing guards, for example, played a crucial affective role in the 

school journey beyond safety. Although this study drew on the expertise of children, 

participants in the study did not gain any practical spatial thinking or mapping skills. In 

addition, participatory research designs like the one used in this study must be careful not 

to subvert or manipulate the process toward a predetermined end goal, especially with 

vulnerable and impressionable young people (Peluso 1995; Pickles 2004; Dennis 2006; 

Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012). 

Youth-Led Informed Action 

Despite several studies demonstrating the effectiveness of centering youth voices 

in policy change (Dennis 2006; Curtis et al. 2014; Gordon et al. 2016; Schlemper et al. 

2018; Wilson et al. 2019), only two studies connected youth with local stakeholders. 

Schlemper and colleagues (2018) partnered youth participants with local stakeholders, 

and students noted that sharing their findings and making recommendations to local 

leaders was impactful. Talking with local stakeholders enhanced their sense of 

connection to the community. Through a five-week bicycle workshop, Taylor and Hall 

(2013) conducted a social design experiment that taught spatial literacy skills for counter-

mapping to six African American teenagers in an urban environment. Youth produced 
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maps of their neighborhoods, mapped the city by bike, analyzed their personal time 

geography, and created map layers of their data. In the end, the maps that students 

produced helped them make meaningful sense of their neighborhood and foster new 

connections and a sense of belonging. These maps also imagined new ways of accessing 

the city that differed from the perspectives of local city planners. Urban planners 

incorporated youth participants in long-range planning efforts; however, the study made 

it unclear whether or not young people initiated those efforts (Taylor and Hall 2013). 

Learning progression research should consider the potential of counter-mapping to serve 

as a means for youth-led informed community action. However, it should do so with 

more participants in public school settings. 

Participatory mapping through crowd-sourced geospatial tools like 

OpenStreetMaps (OSM) is another meaningful way for students to gain spatial literacy 

skills while taking informed action beyond their communities. YouthMappers is one 

global association of high school and college-age youth who use open-source tools to 

work on humanitarian projects worldwide (Solís, Anderson, and Rajagopalan 2021). 

Young people build their GIS literacy, gain necessary professional geography workforce 

skills, better understand local perspectives, and create important data that serves 

development aid organizations working on the ground to resolve humanitarian crises 

(Solem, Cheung, and Schlemper 2008; Solís et al. 2018; Solís, Anderson, and 

Rajagopalan 2021). However, what is known about proficiency in various spatial tools 

through the YouthMappers program also comes from self-reported and self-rated data. 

Validated assessments and proficiency scales would offer more reliable results (Anderson 

2008; Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015).   
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Despite the obstacle of distance, students contributed valuable and timely spatial 

information virtually through OSM that informed local decision-making, especially in 

under-mapped areas. The need for updated and accurate geospatial data is critical for 

officials working on development projects related to the United Nation’s Sustainable 

Development Goals (Solís et al. 2018). While online open mapping improves student 

understanding of global interdependence, the research is still largely inconclusive about 

the degree to which student-generated data inform local decisions (Solís et al. 2018).  

Considerations 

Although counter-maps produce crucial insights from local stakeholders’ 

perspectives, their application also has limitations. The power imbued in maps makes 

them susceptible to increasing state surveillance of marginalized groups. As Peluso 

(1995) noted, “local people’s actual control may be enhanced by exclusion from the map” 

because their traditional conceptions of territoriality defy conventional political 

boundaries (388). In some situations, counter-mapping might establish permanent and 

fixed boundaries that inhibit the spatial rights of local populations. In addition, complex 

power dynamics marginalize the voices of young people in their advocacy for public 

policy change. Counter-maps produced by young people that rely heavily on qualitative 

data might be discredited by city planners accustomed to exercising decisions based on 

more traditional quantitative-driven GIS analysis (Dennis 2006). However, the absence of 

marginalized groups on traditional, state-drawn maps outweighs the limitations of 

counter-maps (Horvath 1971; Bunge 2011).  

Using youth development as a conceptual framework, Dennis (2006) argued that 

participatory mapping in partnership with youth has reciprocal benefits for both 
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participants and planners. However, government and planning officials can sometimes 

manipulate the participatory mapping process to serve their interests (Peluso 1995, 

Pickles 2004, Dennis 2006, Dalton and Mason-Deese 2012). Dominant powers 

sometimes use community members as a source of free labor in mapping projects 

(Dennis 2006). A participatory action research design for spatial justice might alleviate 

this power dynamic (Elwood 2009; Taylor and Hall 2013). Nevertheless, it is essential to 

ensure that local authorities are not manipulating the process to produce maps that 

support their interests.  

This research review focused on participatory mapping, sketch mapping, and 

counter-mapping with youth; however, it neglected a large body of recent research on 

GIS as a tool to develop spatial thinking skills in K-12 students. Future studies on the 

potential of counter-mapping with youth should more deeply consider the applications of 

open-source mapping platforms and GIS. Exploration of those topics exceeded the scope 

and purpose of this review. 
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Chapter 3: 

Methods 

This mixed-methods, descriptive research study explored how students employed 

spatial thinking skills to solve problems while engaged in counter-mapping. Quantitative 

methods were used first to assess spatial reasoning skills across eight different mapping 

missions. Then a thematic analysis of open-ended student responses analyzed how 

students used maps as decision-making tools. The study was guided by an in-situ 

approach, relying on student data to explore, validate, and revise the proposed learning 

progression for spatial thinking (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015). Feedback from the 

facilitating teacher informed modifications to the study. Ultimately, the researcher 

evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed progress variables, assessments, and 

instructional sequence in charting a path toward mastery of spatial literacy skills through 

counter-mapping.  

The Study Setting 

Descriptions of the study setting were left intentionally vague to protect the 

welfare of vulnerable child subjects as stipulated by the University of Northern Iowa 

Institutional Review Board protocol #23-0001. Citations identifying the location or 

student population have been obscured and aggregated to the state level. Counter-maps 

displaying sensitive locational data have obscured base maps that have been altered from 

the original student-created map.  

Community 

 The study was carried out in a large Iowa school district in an urban setting, but 

the district includes portions of surrounding rural areas. The high school is situated in an 
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industrial river town with a population of over 23,000 residents. Most residents identify 

as White alone, not Hispanic or Latino (73 percent). A thriving, long-standing Latino 

community that makes up nearly 20 percent of the population. Additionally, recent 

migrant communities from West Africa are well-represented in local businesses and 

churches. The 2022 average household income was below state and national levels, and 

roughly 16 percent of residents were impoverished. This community is growing more 

racially and ethnically diverse than the state average. Like many other school districts 

across the United States, students in this district are more ethnically and racially diverse 

than the communities where they live (“U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: Iowa” 2022).  

School District 

The school district consists of one early childhood learning center (Pre-K), six 

elementary schools (K-6), one junior high school (7-8), and one high school (9-12). 

Approximately 4,400 students enroll in the district each year. Students are predominantly 

White, and there is a substantial Latino population. Students with disabilities (those on an 

IEP or 504 plan) compose 13.1 percent of the student population, and English learners 

(EL) make up 5.4 percent of the district body. Nearly half of all students in the district are 

enrolled in free and reduced lunch, an indicator of low socioeconomic status. Overall, 

students in the district average below the 50th percentile in English Language Arts and 

Mathematics achievement. Within the school district, the high school is the lowest-

performing building (“Iowa School Performance Profiles” 2022). 

High School 

 The study took place in a large Title I high school in Iowa with an enrollment of 

roughly 1,500 students in grades 9-12. Title I schools are those “in which children from 
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low-income families make up at least 40 percent of enrollment” (“Title I, Part A 

Program” 2018, 1). As a result, this school can use federal funding to support schoolwide 

programs intended to boost achievement. There are nearly 100 full-time staff, and most 

are career teachers on a standard license. Approximately 17 percent of teachers are on an 

initial license in their first two years of teaching. Staff retention falls slightly below the 

state average. Students in the school are predominantly White (64 percent), with a 

sizeable Hispanic and Latino population (28 percent). About 10 percent of students are on 

an individualized education plan (IEP), 6 percent are English learners (EL), and 43 

percent are on free and reduced lunch. Compared to the state average, students at this 

high school are more racially and ethnically diverse and have slightly higher rates of free 

and reduced lunch (“Iowa School Performance Profiles” 2022).  

In Iowa Department of Education rankings, the high school received a Priority 

rating—the lowest category in the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) rating 

framework. ESSA categories offer a snapshot of school performance and also identify 

student groups that are underperforming (“Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)” 2022). 

While all students underperform compared to the state average and national targets, 

several subgroups of students at this school have been identified by ESSA as below the 

benchmark. English learners, students on free and reduced lunch, students with 

disabilities, and Black and Latino students score much lower than the rest of the student 

body across all measures of achievement. Underachievement was particularly 

pronounced among these subgroups of ninth-grade students, the population from which 

this study drew its participants (“Iowa School Performance Profiles” 2022).  
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Classroom & Study Participants 

Students participating in this study were enrolled in a freshman-level, year-long 

social studies course. Class sizes ranged between 25 to 30 students across six different 

periods during the school day. The teacher, a White male, had 14 years of teaching 

experience; however, this was his first time teaching a geography class. All students had 

personal Chromebook computers provided by the district and free access to Esri’s 

ArcGIS Online software. For most students, this semester was their first time enrolled in 

a geography class. In the district, students do not have a stand-alone period dedicated to 

social studies until seventh grade. During that year, students take a global studies class, 

and in eighth grade, they learn about civics and United States history. As a result, 

students enter this ninth-grade course with few prior opportunities to gain geographic 

knowledge or practice spatial thinking skills. 

Two groups of students were involved in the curriculum pilots, one in the first 

nine weeks of the fall semester and the second in the last nine weeks. Tables 5, 6, and 7 

provide an overview of student participants by pilot group, gender, and race.  

 

Table 5 Frequency Table: Pilot Group 

 Frequency Percent 

Pilot Group 1 30 65.2 

Pilot Group 2 16 34.8 

Total 46 100.0 
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Table 6 Frequency Table: Gender 

 Frequency Percent 

Female 28 60.9 

Male 16 34.8 

Nonbinary 2 4.3 

Total 46 100.0 
 

 

Table 7 Frequency Table: Race 

 Frequency Percent 

Asian 2 4.3 

Black 1 2.2 

Latino 11 23.9 

White 32 69.6 

Total 46 100.0 

 

Instruments for Data Collection 

 Three instruments were created to assist the researcher in evaluating the proposed 

learning progression. 

1.  Learning goals and progress variables were developed to assess students’ 

understanding of three spatial thinking skills. 

2. Assessments were developed to reveal the level of understanding of the progress 

variables at various points during the learning journey. Those assessments were 

linked to an instructional sequence that served as a helpful guide to the facilitating 

teacher in implementing the curriculum. In addition to the instructional sequence, 

the researcher proposed a hypothetical learning pathway through the counter-

mapping missions. 
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3. Two surveys with open-ended reflection questions were created to gather data 

about the extent to which students viewed maps as decision-making tools.  

Learning Goals & Progress Variables 

This pilot study charted the pathways high school students took to master the 

concept, design, and application of counter-mapping using proficiency scales to assess 

their level of understanding. The nine-week curriculum to support counter-mapping was 

designed with the aims of 1) building spatial literacy skills, 2) increasing student access 

to community resources, and 3) assessing how students act on social justice issues in their 

community. Because no tool for assessing these learning objectives existed, the 

researcher identified upper anchors and progress variables based on well-researched and 

field-verified standards in geography, spatial thinking, and civic action (National 

Research Council 2006; Heffron and Downs 2012; National Council for the Social 

Studies 2013).  

The second edition of Geography for Life: National Geography Standards 

(Heffron and Downs 2012) served as a framework for designing the scaffolded learning 

goals, the instructional sequence, and the assessments that revealed the level of 

understanding in the learning progression. The curriculum design was also informed by 

the spatial knowledge, skills, and capabilities outlined in Learning to Think Spatially, 

which identified three essential characteristics of spatially literate students. First, students 

develop a “habit of mind of thinking spatially” (National Research Council 2006, 4). 

Second, students “practice spatial thinking in an informed way,” demonstrating their 

ability to use and reason about spatial representations, tools, and technologies (4). Third, 

students can “adopt a critical stance to spatial thinking,” which means they can use 
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spatial data as a decision-making tool to solve social problems (4). As a result of these 

three capabilities, students can describe, analyze, and infer about the appearance, 

relationship, structure, and function of spatial phenomena. These are essential spatial 

dispositions students need to produce counter-maps.  

The three national geography standards embedded within Essential Element 1: 

The World in Spatial Terms provide a framework for teaching and learning about the 

three foundational spatial thinking skills identified in Learning to Think Spatially (2006): 

the nature of space, the use of geographic representations for communication, and how to 

employ geographic reasoning to solve problems. Because they encompass a variety of 

spatial thinking skills, several educational reports recognize these standards critical role 

in informing new research on geography learning progressions (Bednarz, Heffron, and 

Huynh 2013; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015). In addition, Dimension 4 of the C3 

Framework Inquiry Arc was adapted to evaluate how students use counter-maps as a 

decision-making tool to take informed action in the community. 

The research methodology must be replicable to understand better the pathways 

students take to mastering spatial thinking, (Goodchild et al. 2021). Using Geography for 

Life, Learning to Think Spatially, and the C3 Framework provides a familiar set of 

standards for geographers and educators across the United States, regardless of the school 

setting (Heffron and Downs 2012; National Research Council 2006; National Council for 

the Social Studies 2013). These three documents offer the most comprehensive and 

reliable body of literature on student learning in geography but “require further validation 

studies with students, in order to test the reliability of students’ thinking against the 

progressions developed” (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015, 70). This study offers an 
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excellent opportunity to validate students’ spatial literacy against the proposed counter-

mapping learning progression.  

With the three spatial thinking standards from Geography for Life as the upper 

anchor, the researcher used Webb’s Depth of Knowledge model and Hess’s cognitive 

rigor matrix to construct four increasingly sophisticated levels of understanding (Webb 

2002; Hess et al. 2009). The Geography for Life standards largely adhere to seven verbs 

of increasing complexity that fit well within Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy (Marran 1995); 

however, many of the verbs appear across several levels, making it challenging to 

determine complexity (Hess et al. 2009). Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK) model 

deconstructs the conceptual understanding and skill required to achieve a cognitive task 

from start to finish, making it a good fit for the kind of geographic inquiry required for 

counter-mapping (Hess et al. 2009). The cognitive rigor matrix proposed by Hess et al. 

(2009) connects the two frameworks, juxtaposing Bloom’s level of cognitive processing 

for novel tasks with Webb’s depth of content understanding. Incorporating Webb’s model 

enables researchers and educators to evaluate complex reasoning skills that require 

decision-making on the part of the student. For example, level four of Webb’s DOK in 

social studies requires complex reasoning, planning, and investigation over an extended 

period of time (Webb 2002; Hess et al. 2009). A simple on-demand assessment is 

unlikely to allow students to demonstrate level four, extended thinking (Webb 2002); 

however, a more complex and nuanced task like developing a counter-map would 

certainly encourage students toward that domain.  

The four levels in the proficiency scales that follow were informed by Webb’s 

Depth of Knowledge for Social Studies and Hess’s cognitive rigor matrix (Webb 2002; 
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Hess et al. 2009). Level 1 required students to identify specific information based on a 

map, chart, table, graph, or other visual. Level 2 engaged students in basic reasoning, 

asking them to describe or interpret “how” or “why.” Level 3 required complex reasoning 

and incorporation of evidence to thoroughly justify “how” or “why” certain geographic 

phenomena occur. At this level, students can draw conclusions. Level 4 involved 

extended reasoning over a long period of time to synthesize information from multiple 

sources, perspectives, and scales across time and place to enact solutions.  

Each sub-section below provides a brief overview of the four standards assessed, 

along with a table outlining the hypothesized developmental progression toward the 

upper anchor. Each table also shows the pathways the researcher anticipated students 

might take on their way to mastery of the standard. These proficiency scales became the 

scoring guidelines for student assessments discussed in the next section. Proficiency 

scales provided information about students’ pathways as they learned about and practiced 

counter-mapping. Appendix C contains a table with standards aligned to each question of 

every mapping mission. 

Using Maps Overview. The upper anchor of the Using Maps standard required 

students to communicate a solution to a spatial problem using a counter-map. In the early 

missions of the instructional sequence—Missions 1, 2, and 3—students were introduced 

to increasingly complex lessons that taught them about the properties and functions of 

maps. Missions 4 and 5 exposed students to new forms of geographic representations, 

collection of geographic data, and problem-solving through spatial analysis. Mission 6 

allowed students to explore the real-world application of counter-maps through case 
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studies, while Missions 7 and 8 provided students with a scaffold for creating their own 

counter-maps. See Table 8 for reference. 

 

Table 8 Progress Variables: Using Maps 

NGS 1: Using Maps & Geographic Representations 
Students know how to use maps and other geographic representations, geospatial technologies, and 
spatial thinking to understand and communicate information.  

Level Progress Variable Assessment 

4 Communicate a solution to a spatial problem using a counter-map. Mission 4, 8  

3 
Analyze a variety of spatial data collected from observations and 
external sources to ask and answer questions about spatial patterns 
in the surrounding area. 

Missions 4, 5, 7, 8  

2 Describe uses for different types of geographic representations. Missions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7  

1 Identify the properties and functions of maps, geographic 
representations, and geospatial data. 

Missions 1, 2, 3, 6  

0 No evidence of understanding. Mission 1  

 

Mental Maps Overview. The learning goal of the Mental Maps standard was for 

students to create mental maps that helped them make sense of complex spatial 

relationships in their community. Table 9 shows the increasingly sophisticated progress 

variables students might demonstrate as they learn to use mental maps. Mission 1 was the 

only assessment that explicitly asked students to generate mental maps; however, the 

researcher hypothesized that students might use them to visualize their geo-inquiry 

question in Mission 7 or their counter-map topic in Mission 8. No students in the study 

chose to use mental maps without prompting. Unlike the longitudinal analysis of all the 

other standards, the results chapter presents the student data collected from only Mission 

1: Mental Maps for analysis.  
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Table 9 Progress Variables: Mental Maps 

NGS 2: Using Mental Maps to Understand the Nature of Space 
Students know how to use mental maps to organize information about people, places, and environments 
in a spatial context. 

Level Progress Variable Assessment 

4 
Create an image of your community that integrates the locations, 
characteristics, patterns, and relationships of features, places, and 
regions to answer geographic questions. 

Missions 7, 8  

3 
Compare the mental maps of different individuals to identify common 
factors that influence spatial understanding, perceptions, and 
preferences. 

Missions 1, 6  

2 
Interpret the geographic information derived from mental maps, such 
as locations, patterns, and characteristics of physical and human 
features. 

Mission 1  

1 Identify and draw from memory landmarks, routes, and boundaries in 
the school and community setting. 

Mission 1  

0 No evidence of understanding. Mission 1  

 

Spatial Analysis Overview. Students achieved the upper anchor of the Spatial 

Analysis standard when they synthesized various data to describe the consequences of 

spatial organization. Table 10 shows the progress variables and standards. Early on, when 

students were learning how to analyze maps, the researcher anticipated they could only 

describe familiar places using spatial primitives. Mission 1 allowed students to do this 

with mental maps, and Mission 2 focused on drawing the school campus. Missions 3, 4, 

and 5 enabled students to create three maps about their community and required them to 

analyze the patterns and trends. Mission 6 exposed students to complex counter-maps 

that told stories of human experiences. At the end of the progression, in Missions 7 and 8, 

students conducted their own spatial inquiry based on a topic of interest. Only in 

Missions 4, 5, and 8 were there enough data for students to truly synthesize from multiple 
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sources to make an evaluation. In the final mission, the researcher anticipated most 

students would reach the upper anchor. 

 

Table 10 Progress Variables: Spatial Analysis 

NGS 3: Doing Spatial Reasoning & Analysis 
Students know how to analyze the spatial organization of people, places, and environments on Earth’s 
surface. 

Level Progress Variable Assessment 

4 
Synthesize data from multiple sources in order to understand the 
consequences of the spatial organization of human and/or physical 
systems in a location.   

Missions 4, 5, 8  

3 Analyze the processes that influence the distribution and interaction of 
human and physical processes. 

Missions 3, 4, 5, 6, 8  

2 Describe patterns and trends in the spatial distributions of people, 
places, and environments. 

Missions 3, 4, 5, 7  

1 Describe the spatial organization of a familiar place using the concepts 
of distance, direction, and location. 

Missions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  

0 No evidence of understanding. Mission 1  

 

Taking Informed Action Overview. Taking informed action base on synthesis 

of geographic data is the upper anchor of the C3 Inquiry Arc standard. Table 11 shows 

the progress variables and the assessments that guide students there. Reaching the upper 

anchor required students to work through the inquiry process, grapple with complex 

spatial problems, and arrive at a solution. The extended nature of the inquiry process is 

why the researcher hypothesized that students would not be able to reach Levels 3 and 4 

until Mission 8, when they conducted their own geographical investigations. Missions 1 

and 2 had students practice new mapping skills in familiar locations. Mission 3 was the 

first time when students mapped community assets. Missions 4 and 5 required students to 

critically investigate the distribution of murals and air pollution in their community. 
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Students were also put in hypothetical situations where they could use the map to propose 

a potential action. In Mission 6, students chose a counter-map case study adapted from 

This Is Not An Atlas to understand how counter-maps could be used to take informed 

action (Kollektiv Orangotango+ 2018; Appendix A). At the end of the instructional 

sequence, students were asked to generate their own geo-inquiry question (Mission 7) 

and present a solution (Mission 8).  

 

Table 11 Progress Variables: Taking Informed Action 

C3 Inquiry Arc, Dimension 4: Communicating Conclusions & Taking Informed Action 
Students can engage in the inquiry process to apply new knowledge to real problems.  

Level Progress Variable Assessment 

4 Take informed action based on the synthesis of the geographic data. Mission 8  

3 Apply geographic knowledge to inform or advocate about a 
community problem. 

Mission 8  

2 Describe potential actions or solutions to a community problem. Missions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8  

1 Identify community assets and/or problems. Missions 3, 4, 5, 7   

0 No evidence of understanding. Missions 1, 2  

 

Assessments & Proposed Instructional Sequence 

 Learning goals and progress variables informed the development of an 

instructional sequence, introducing increasingly complex skills throughout the course 

(Golledge 2002; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015). A series of nine mapping missions 

were developed, culminating in an opportunity for students to share their counter-maps 

with stakeholders. Table 12 provides a description of each mapping mission, the learning 

tasks, and the anticipated standards students might use while completing the mission. 
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Table 12 Proposed Instructional Sequence 

Assessments Tasks Anticipated 
Standards 

1: Mental Map 

 
Draw, describe, and analyze a mental map of your 
community from memory. Compare your map with a 
classmate. 
 

NGS 1, 2, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

2: Campus Map 

 
Identify the properties of maps and describe their purposes 
by mapping the school campus. Compare your map with 
the official school map.   
 

NGS 1, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

3: Asset Map 

 
Create and analyze an asset map of community resources 
and institutions. Consider how community organizations 
might use this map. 
 

NGS 1, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

4: Mural Map 

 
Collect images and coordinates of murals. Then plot and 
analyze them in ArcGIS Online using a heat map, buffers, 
and demographic layers. Use the map to determine the best 
location for a new mural. 
 

NGS 1, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

5: Environmental 
Justice Maps 

 
Analyze the extent to which environmental justice exists in 
the community using maps, graphs, and interactive GIS 
web maps. 
 

NGS 1, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

6: Counter-Map 
Case Study 

 
Choose a counter-map to study from This is Not an Atlas. 
Describe alternative ways to represent place and the 
connections between landscapes and people. 
 

NGS 1, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

7: Geo-Inquiry 
Questions 

 
Formulate a compelling geographic question to guide and 
plan an inquiry in the community. 
 

C3 Inquiry 

8: Counter-Map 
Draft 

 
Construct a model, map, or other geographic 
representation to organize, visualize, analyze, and evaluate 
data collected on the geo-inquiry question.  
 

NGS 1, 2, 3 
 

C3 Inquiry 

9: Counter-Map 
Final 

Present your counter-map to your classmates and local 
stakeholders. Explain how it should be used to make 
positive change in the community.  

 
NGS 1, 3 

 
C3 Inquiry 
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Missions began at an individual-level scale and panned out to the community 

scale. This sequence allowed students to learn spatial concepts with familiar 

neighborhood phenomena first and then work toward less familiar, community-wide 

investigations. Students started the learning progression by making mental maps, maps of 

their school campus, and community-wide maps. Early in the course, students had 

opportunities to learn about the properties and functions of maps and the spatial 

organization of local places. Later, they learned to collect and analyze data to use in 

counter-maps that communicated answers to spatial problems. The mapping missions 

help to answer the primary research question, how do students learn spatial literacy when 

counter-mapping? Appendix A contains the entire body of missions created for the study.  

These missions allowed students to exercise spatial reasoning skills, which they 

expressed in their writing. Missions were evaluated using the proficiency scales 

developed for each of the four standards to determine the level of sophistication ranging 

from Levels 0 through 4. Before the study, the researcher proposed standards that 

students might employ at each mission in the progression; however, other standards were 

assessed if students demonstrated them in open-ended responses. The goal of this study 

was not to rigidly define the steps students must take to master spatial literacy but rather 

to use student data to gain knowledge of the various journeys students take toward 

mastering counter-mapping (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015). Overall, the study aimed 

to elaborate upon the upper anchors, lower anchors, and messy middle of the learning 

progression. 
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Qualitative Assessments 

Open-ended student surveys were used to evaluate the supporting research 

question, to what extent do students use counter-maps as decision-making and problem-

solving tools? These responses were administered after each mapping mission, allowing 

students to 1) reflect on their progress and 2) explain how maps can be utilized in the 

community. Upon course completion, students were asked what they were doing with 

their maps to facilitate decision-making in their target community. Paramount in this 

culminating reflection was the reasoning that students used to arrive at and justify their 

decisions in constructing the counter-map. Qualitative analysis of these student responses 

provided an understanding of the extent to which students used their maps to take 

informed action on an issue in the community. Community action was not inherently 

embedded in the learning progression design. Table 13 provides a visual of the four 

questions for qualitative analysis asked after each mission. Table 14 displays the end-of-

course survey. These questions provide a student-centered narrative of the learning 

journey that will inform revisions of the proposed learning progression.  

 

Table 13 Prompts for Qualitative Analysis 

 
1 
 

What was the goal of this mission? 

 
2 
 

How did you go about accomplishing it? 

 
3 
 

What did this mission teach you about geography? 

 
4 
 

How could you use what you learned in this mission in the community? 
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Table 14 End-of-Course Reflection 

 
1 
 

What problem was your map trying to solve? Or what story was it trying to tell? 

 
2 
 

Based on your map, what is the solution to the problem? 

 
3 
 

How could someone use your map to make decisions or improvements in the school or 
community? 

 
4 
 

Are you doing anything with your map to take action on an issue in the community?  
(Yes)     (No)     (Maybe in the future)     (Other…) 

5 
 
How are you using your map to take action on an issue? 
 

Note: If students answered Yes, Maybe in the future, or Other… to 4, they were prompted to answer 5. 

 

Research Design Procedures & Guiding Theoretical Frameworks 

The study was carried out in four phases: the development of instruments for data 

collection, the first pilot study, the second pilot study, and data analysis. Work with 

participants began in late August 2022 and ended in mid-January 2023 at the conclusion 

of the fall semester. Table 15 details the timeline for developing instruments, collecting 

student data, and analyzing results. 
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Table 15 Timeline for Study & Data Analysis 

 
Develop Instruments for Data 
Collection 
 

Data Collection: 
Pilot Group 1 

Data Collection: 
Pilot Group 2 Data Analysis & Evaluation 

April – August 2022 August – October 2022 
 
November 2022 – January 2023 
 

January – March 2023 

 
Identify low and high anchors and 
then determine four levels of 
understanding for each learning 
goal: NGS 1, NGS 2, NGS 3, and 
C3 Inquiry.  
 
Create learning activities, and build 
the assessments for quantitative 
and qualitative data collection. 
 
Develop an instructional sequence 
tied to assessments, standards, and 
progress variables. 
 
Secure IRB approval for the study.  
 

 
Launch the learning progression 
with Pilot Group 1.  
 
Carry out observations to ensure 
consistency of implementation. 
Engage in planning discussions 
with the facilitating teacher to 
develop responsive learning 
interventions and offer feedback 
on instructional delivery and 
pacing. 
 
Collect quantitative and qualitative 
assessments after the Quarter 1 
grading period. 
 

 
Launch the learning progression 
with Pilot Group 2.  
 
Carry out observations to ensure 
consistency of implementation. 
Engage in planning discussions 
with the facilitating teacher to 
develop responsive learning 
interventions and offer feedback 
on instructional delivery and 
pacing. 
 
Collect quantitative and qualitative 
assessments after the Quarter 2 
grading period.  
 
Begin scoring student missions and 
assigning scores based on the 
progress variables for each 
standard. 
 
Develop a codebook for quantitative 
analysis. 
 

 
Finish scoring the data and check 
for inter-rater reliability. Analyze 
the quantitative data for the level 
of spatial understanding and 
spatial reasoning.  
 
Examine the qualitative 
reflections for the  use of maps as 
decision-making tools.  
 
Develop a codebook for thematic 
analysis of student survey data. 
Check for inter-coder reliability. 
 
Conduct statistical comparisons of 
the pilot groups to determine whether 
to disaggregate data or analyze it as a 
whole.  
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Participation in the study was entirely voluntary, and additional measures were 

taken to protect students since they are considered a vulnerable population by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). Recruitment for the study began on the second full day 

of class when the researcher provided an in-person overview of the research study using a 

script, inviting students to ask questions (see Appendix B for the script). The goal of the 

in-person overview was to mitigate undue influence on students, ensuring they 

understood that they were free to decide about their participation and that their decision 

would not impact their grades or treatment in class. All students would perform all class 

activities, whether they opted into the study or not. Students were sent home with paper 

copies of the consent form, and an email invitation was sent directly to parents and 

guardians with the forms attached electronically.  

Both student assent and guardian consent were required for students to be 

included in the study population. Student assessments and reflections were collected on 

paper, with all identifying student information removed by the classroom teacher. All 

students enrolled in the study were assigned a Study ID. Demographic information was 

provided by students in an anonymous survey about their age, grade level, gender 

identity, and race and ethnicity using their assigned Study ID. This demographic 

information was used during analysis to investigate if gaps that appear by gender and race 

in other geography education research also showed up in this study (Solem 2021). All 

IRB forms can be found in Appendix B. 

Planning Discussions & Observations 

This study used an in situ approach, using student data and teacher feedback to 

inform revision of the learning progression (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015; Larsen et 
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al. 2018). Resources and instruments were developed by the researcher and implemented 

by the facilitating teacher. The researcher and facilitating teacher met weekly to discuss 

lesson plans, how to implement the data collection instruments, and to troubleshoot any 

problems that arose throughout the study. The researcher spent one or two days in the 

classroom observing nearly every week. The facilitating teacher made every effort to 

implement the assessments as designed; however, he made minor adjustments and 

modifications to be responsive to students’ needs and time constraints. Teacher feedback 

was invaluable to the research process. 

As a result of these collaborative discussions, students were only assessed on 

eight mapping missions rather than the nine planned. Mission 8 and Mission 9 were 

identical, asking the same questions of students. The goal of assessing students twice on 

the same skills was to gather information about how students might change their thinking 

while working on their final counter-mapping projects. Due to time constraints and the 

need to slow down pacing to meet student needs, data was gathered only once using the 

Mission 8 form after students completed their final counter-maps. Eliminating Mission 9 

from the study did not fundamentally alter the learning progression. This change 

remained consistent across both pilot groups.  

Collaborative conversations between the facilitating teacher and researcher 

strengthened the instructional methods used to deliver the content and helped the 

researcher understand ways to improve the data collection tools. Learning interventions 

were designed to help students work on spatial analysis skills through a series of bell-

ringers. The end-of-course survey was modified to ask students how they were using their 
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maps to take action. Overall, the collaboration allowed for better contextualizing of the 

research within the classroom environment (Larsen et al. 2018). 

Methods for Data Analysis 

 This mixed methods study combined quantitative and qualitative methods to 

provide a comprehensive understanding of students’ learning pathways to master spatial 

thinking skills and how they used counter-maps to solve problems. This subsection 

begins with a justification for combining pilot groups. Median, standard deviation, 

trendlines, and nonparametric tests for association and signed rank were used to analyze 

the mapping assessment data. Student reflections were coded and analyzed using 

thematic analysis. Inter-rater and inter-coder reliability ensured the consistency and 

validity of the data. Two geography education professors and one graduate student with 

teaching experience independently assessed a random sample of 25 percent of the data to 

ensure consistency of findings. Figure 1 depicts a chart of the quantitative methods and 

procedures, and Figure 2 shows the workflow for qualitative methods. 
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Figure 1 Quantitative Methods for Data Analysis 
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Figure 2 Qualitative Methods for Data Analysis: Thematic Analysis 
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Pilot Groups 

Before any data analysis was performed, the researcher had to consider whether to 

examine the results of the two pilot groups separately or as a whole. Differences between 

the two groups were assessed based on sample size, completion rate, average mission 

scores, and demographic composition. Results showed Pilot Group 2 had a much smaller 

sample size (n = 16) than Pilot Group 1 (n = 30).  The significant difference in sample 

size was a product of the timing of Pilot Group 2, which began mid-semester when access 

to guardians was more difficult, making it challenging to collect consent forms. 

Guardians in Pilot Group 1 were contacted during the back-to-school week when families 

often visit the building, talk with teachers, and complete other consent forms for the 

school district. Correspondence with guardians in Pilot Group 2 also occurred amidst a 

disruption in the regular school calendar during parent-teacher conferences.  

An independent samples t-test showed no significant differences in completion 

rate (P = .813) or average mission scores (P = .483) by the pilot group. Because there 

were two pilots, the facilitating teacher had more experience and familiarity with the 

instructional sequence and assessments in the second pilot group. Mission scores did not 

differ significantly between the two groups, which suggested that teacher familiarity with 

the learning material was not a factor affecting student outcomes. Students in Pilot Group 

2 scored slightly higher (x̄ = 1.62) on average compared to students in Pilot Group 1 (x̄ = 

1.54), but this difference was not statistically significant (P = .479). Looking more 

closely for differences between pilot groups by individual standard scores produced only 

one significant difference out of 25 total assessments. An independent samples t-test 
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revealed that the Using Maps standard on Mission 7 (P = .046) showed statistically 

significant differences by pilot group.  

A Chi-square test was used to look for differences in the distribution of genders 

and racial identities between the two pilot groups. An analysis of the p-values showed no 

significant difference by gender between groups (P = .569); however, there was a 

significant difference between pilot groups when comparing the distribution of racial and 

ethnic groups (P = .047). Combining pilot groups produced a more demographically 

representative sample of the high school. Figure 3 presents a visual comparison of 

demographic data. In Pilot Group 2, White and Asian students were dramatically 

overrepresented compared to the school population, while Latino students were severely 

underrepresented. Although combining pilot groups did not produce a perfectly 

representative sample, it remedied that problem best, used all available data, and had the 

added benefit of a larger sample size to strengthen statistical power.  

Ultimately, no significant differences in student performance suggested a problem 

with aggregating pilot groups. As a result, pilot groups were combined into one study 

population of 46 participants to maintain a large enough sample size to conduct 

significant statistical analysis. Of the 46 cases, only 11 were complete. Some cases had 

up to 20 percent missing data. For that reason, pairwise comparisons were used to include 

all data available in each analysis, and statistical significance was only reported for the 

study if it exceeded the 5 percent level (P < .050). Statistical tests were chosen based on 

their ability to minimize the adverse effects of small sample sizes and missing data.  
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Figure 3 Study Demographics vs. High School Demographics 

 

Note. Values are reported as percentages (%).There were no participants in the study who identified as Native American, Multi-Racial, or Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islander, yet those populations were present in the high school student body. 
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Quantitative Methods: Spatial Literacy Through Counter-Mapping 

 Median, standard deviation, trendlines, and nonparametric tests for association 

and signed rank were used to analyze student data on each mapping mission standard. In 

total, 25 different scores were reported across eight mapping missions using the 

proficiency scales. Mission 1 required students to produce, interpret, and compare mental 

maps, and it was the only mission that captured a snapshot of student learning on all four 

standards—Standard 1: Using Maps, Standard 2: Mental Maps, Standard 3: Spatial 

Analysis, and Standard 4: Taking Informed Action. Missions 2 through 8 did not require 

students to produce mental maps, and no students voluntarily employed mental maps as a 

strategy in those missions. As a result, Missions 2 through 8 were assessed on only three 

standards—Standard 1: Using Maps, Standard 3: Spatial Analysis, and Standard 4: 

Taking Informed Action. 

A paper scorecard (see Appendix C) was used to manually capture student scores 

as the researcher read through student work on each of the eight mapping missions. 

Student missions were assigned a score from 0 to 4 based on the proficiency scales 

developed before the study. Those scores were validated using inter-rater reliability and 

then entered into SPSS, a data analytics software (IBM Corp 2021). Variables were 

created for each standard assessed within a mission, the average student score on each 

standard, and the overall completion rate. Appendix C contains all variables by type used 

to run the analysis in SPSS. The complete codebook for analysis is also in Appendix C. 

Sample size, median, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum values were 

calculated for each standard score by mission and visualized in a descriptive statistics 

table. Sample size provided pertinent information about missing data. The median 
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measured central tendency because the values represented ordinal variables tied to five 

different progress variables, not continuous numerical data. The median is also more 

resistant to outliers, and none of the student scores in any standard were normally 

distributed (P ≤.002) using the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality (see Appendix C for 

outputs of the test). The medians and standard deviations for each score provided a 

snapshot of student learning at each milestone in the learning progressions and how much 

variability there was in those scores. Boxplots and histograms provided visual 

representations of the distribution of the data over time and identified any outliers. 

A choropleth table and interpolation line visualized student learning pathways on 

each standard. First, the choropleth table assigned shaded values to student results on 

progress variables to visualize patterns and trends by mission (see Appendix D). Then, an 

interpolation line was created from a scatterplot of student data to visualize how data 

changed at each mission.  

Two nonparametric tests looked for statistical differences and associations 

between scores. First, Kendall’s tau-b (τb) correlation coefficient checked for the strength 

and direction of association between Mission 8 scores within each standard and all the 

missions leading up to it. It also examined associations between gender, race and 

ethnicity, and assessment scores. This test works particularly well with small sample 

sizes (n < 50) of ordinal data, so it was chosen over Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient test. Missions within each standard were compared for significance and effect 

size, which prompted further analysis of the association’s strength, direction, and 

magnitude. Table 16 displays the adjectives used to standardize the description of the 

association from 0 (no association) to 1 (perfect association) (Botsch 2011). Positive and 
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negative τb values describe positive and negative associations, respectively. Two-tailed 

tests determined level of significance since there was no expectation for the direction of 

association between variables. Analysis of Kendall’s tau-b checked for relationships 

between assessments prompting further exploration and investigation of placement in the 

learning progression. 

 

Table 16 Strength of Relationship for Kendall’s Tau-B 

 

 τb  
 

Strength of Association 
 

±0.10 or lower 
 

Very weak 
 

± 0.25 to 0.34 
 

Weak 
 

± 0.35 to 0.39 
 

Moderate 
 

± 0.40 or higher 
 

Strong 

 

Next, a Jonckheere-Terpstra post-hoc test for ordered alternatives identified which 

gender or racial and ethnic groups differed significantly on assessments. This test was 

chosen for its ability to use the ordinal nature of the proficiency scales to identify 

statistically significant monotonic trends (Kraska-Miller 2013). Because information 

collected on gender contained three categories and race and ethnicity contained four 

categories, the Jonckheere-Terpstra test was chosen over the Mann-Whitney U test, 

which is more commonly used for comparing variables with two categories. The data met 

all six test assumptions, outlined in Table 17. The Bonferroni correction was used to 

report adjusted significance values to reduce the likelihood of false positives while 

performing multiple hypothesis tests on the dataset (Armstrong 2014).  
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Table 17 Assumptions for Jonckheere-Terpstra Post-Hoc Test 

 

Assumptions 
 

Study Data 

1 One continuous or ordinal 
dependent variable  

 

Mission assessments measured at the ordinal level with five 
categories (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). 
 

2 

 

One ordinal independent 
variable with 2+ groups   
 

Gender contained three groups (female, male, nonbinary) and 
race/ethnicity contained four groups (Asian, Black, Latino, White).  

3 Independence of 
observations 

 

No study participants belonged to more than one gender or racial 
category. 
 

4 
Predict the order of 
independent variable 
groups 

 

It was predicted that the order of gender groups would move from 
smallest/lowest to largest/highest. (female < nonbinary < male) 
 
It was predicted that the order of racial/ethnic groups would move 
from smallest/lowest to largest/highest.  
(Black < Latino < Asian < White) 
 

5 Predict direction of the 
alternative hypothesis 

 

Median scores increase for male-identifying students and White 
students.  
 

6 

 

Similar distribution of 
scores for the independent 
variable 
 

Histograms show a similar distribution of scores by gender and 
race/ethnicity.  

 

Finally, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test compared how students performed at the 

beginning, middle, and end of the learning progression. This test does not assume 

normally distributed data, and no mission scores were normally distributed in this study 

(see Appendix C). All variables met the assumption of ordinal data and matched pairs 

(Sheskin 2020). Cases with complete data were analyzed in a pairwise comparison to test 

the null hypothesis that there was no difference in median student scores. As a result, the 

researcher could analyze whether differences in medians were statistically significant. 

Comparing median scores provided insight into the effects of the instructional sequence 

on student learning.  
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Qualitative Methods: Counter-Maps as Decision-Making Tools 

Thematic analysis identified patterns or themes within the data to provide context 

for how students used the counter-maps they made as decision-making or problem-

solving tools in the school or community. This process involved collecting open-ended 

student responses at the end of each mapping mission, and an additional, more detailed 

reflection one month after the conclusion of the course. Thematic analysis uses a 

systematic process for familiarizing, coding, and identifying themes among a dataset 

(Braun and Clarke 2006; 2012). An inductive approach was used for this study, which 

allowed the content of written reflections to determine the codes and subsequent themes 

the researcher identified (Braun and Clarke 2012). The researcher’s knowledge of spatial 

reasoning progressions informed coding decisions, but the words and ideas presented in 

student responses shaped the codes created. The inductive approach allowed new themes 

and patterns to emerge from the data itself.  

First, the researcher became immersed in the data during three full reads of 

student reflections. This step involved reading, annotating, organizing, and repeatedly 

interacting with the data. The first read of the data was during the scoring of the missions 

for the quantitative study. The second read was during a quality check of mission scores, 

at which time the researcher also made notes about common student phrases and 

experiences. These were collected in a Google Doc and organized by mission. The third 

full read of the dataset was to transcribe the hand-written student responses into text. To 

do this, the researcher dictated student responses into an Excel document. At this point, 

the researcher had extensive knowledge of the dataset and grouped responses by mission 

and question. A qualitative software tool, MAXQDA, was used to code and make memos 
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about student responses (MAXQDA 2022). Memos contained notes about common 

phrases within each code and which codes might be similar enough to merge during the 

next step of the process.  

In the second phase, the researcher generated initial codes, which required a 

fourth full read of the dataset. Two sets of codes were generated: one for the questions on 

the survey about the learning process and a second for the questions asking how students 

could use what they learned in the community. For the first set of questions about the 

learning process, nine codes were identified. Twenty codes were created for the question 

about how students might use maps in the community. Table 18 lists all of the codes 

generated during this phase. 

Third, the researcher used descriptive statistics and a code map to search for a 

“patterned response or meaning” that would suggest how to merge codes into themes 

(Braun and Clarke 2006, 82). See Figures 4, 5, and 6 (MAXQDA 2022). The most 

frequent codes were communicate, solution, draw maps, educate and inform others, 

navigate, and locate. The code map showed occurrences of codes in the same document, 

with lines depicting three or more frequencies between codes. From these visualizations, 

it was clear that some codes were more related than others. The researcher also examined 

the codes across missions to ensure that initial themes spanned the entirety of the learning 

progression. Codes were classified into seven emerging themes based on these statistics 

and visuals. Table 19 shows the process of merging codes into themes.  
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Table 18 Initial Codes 

 

The Learning Process & Geography 
 

 

How to Use Maps in the Community 
 

 

Inquiry 
Almost complex reasoning 
Use of maps 
Complex spatial reasoning 
Perspective 
Attempts to understand 
Spatial primitives 
No evidence 
Follow directions 

 

Wrong interpretation 
Investigate 
To make a decision 
Update maps 
To memorize 
Maps are not just for pros 
Making maps as a job 
To help 
How to use and read maps 
Don’t know 
Navigate 
Perspective 
Questions 
Newcomers and tourism 
Draw maps 
Educate and inform others 
Self-awareness 
Locate 
Solution 
Communicate 
Lost 
 

 

Table 19 Emerging Themes: How to Use Maps in the Community 

 

Initial Codes 
 

 

Emerging Themes 
 

 

Wrong interpretation, Don’t know 
 

No Understanding 
 

How to use and read maps, Draw maps 
Anyone can make maps not just the pros 
 

How to Use & Draw Maps 

 

Perspective, Update maps 
 

Perspective 
 

Locate, Navigate, Lost, To memorize 
Newcomers and tourism 
 

Reference Tool 

 

Communicate, Educate and inform 
Self-awareness, Help 
 

Communication Tool 

 

Solution, To make a decision 
Making maps as a job 
 

Decision-Making Tool 

 

Investigate 
 

Investigate & Question 
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Figure 4 Frequency Table: Initial Community Codes 

 

 

Figure 5 Code Map: Initial Community Codes 
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Figure 6 Learning Progression Table: Initial Community Codes 

 

 

Searching for and identifying emerging themes differed slightly for questions 

about the learning process. Because these themes described how students learned, the 

researcher aligned them with well-established progress variables in spatial reasoning 

(Golledge 2002; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015). The goal was to identify themes that 

ranged from spatial primitives to complex spatial reasoning skills. These codes provided 

a secondary layer of analysis to examine the extent to which students used maps as 

decision-making tools. Figure 7 displays the frequency table for the initial learning 

process codes, and Figure 8 shows how those themes related to the initial community 

codes (MAXQDA 2022). Analysis of the relationships between initial codes helped the 

researcher identify the emerging themes in Table 20. All segments that were part of the 

“attempts to understand code” were reconsidered and then distributed across several 

levels of learning. 
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Figure 7 Frequency Table: Initial Process Codes 

 

 

Figure 8 Code Relations Browser: Initial Process & Community Codes 
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Table 20 Emerging Themes: The Learning Process & Geography 

 

Initial Codes 
 

 

Emerging Themes 
 

 

Follow directions, No evidence 
Attempts to understand 
 

Compliance 

 

Attempts to understand 
 

Types of Maps 
 

Perspective 
Attempts to understand 
 

Perspective 

 

Spatial primitives 
Attempts to understand 

Spatial Primitives 

 

Almost complex reasoning 
Attempts to understand 
 

Messy Middle 

 

Complex spatial reasoning 
 

Complex Spatial Reasoning 
 

Inquiry 
 

Inquiry Process 

 

In phase four, themes were revised and cross-referenced with each other and with 

the research question to generate overarching themes. Irrelevant themes that did not 

support the research question were eliminated. As a result, the researcher went back 

through the “How to Use and Draw Maps” and “Perspective” codes to reassign them to 

broader themes that addressed the supporting research question: To what extent do 

students view maps as decision-making and problem-solving tools? The Code Relations 

Browser and the Code Map in MAXQDA were used to identify and visualize strong 

relationships between codes within the same mission reflection (MAXQDA 2022). Code 

relationships helped the researcher develop four themes: 1) no understanding, 2) 

reference tool, 3) communication tool, and 4) decision-making tool. A sub-theme 

emerged within the theme of maps as a decision-making tool—further investigation 
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 In the fifth phase, the researcher defined the essence of each theme, describing 

their relationships with one another. Table 21 provides a definition and examples of the 

themes that describe how students used maps. These themes emerged as students 

reflected on using what they learned in the community. Table 22 describes the kinds of 

spatial reasoning students were doing when they responded to questions prompting them 

to describe the mission’s goal, how they accomplished it, and what it taught them about 

geography.  

In the final phase of thematic analysis, the researcher synthesized the findings and 

shared them in the results chapter by theme. This process helped the researcher answer 

the supporting research question that aimed to understand the extent to which students 

view maps as decision-making and problem-solving tools. Ultimately, the use of thematic 

analysis enabled the researcher to explore the personal perspectives of students as they 

navigated the learning progression while gleaning new insights to inform future research. 
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Table 21 Description of Themes: Using Maps in the Community 

 

Theme 
 

 

Description 
 

 

Examples 
 

No Understanding 
Students were not able to articulate how they 
could use what they learned from the mission 
in the community. 

 

“I don’t know.” 
“I can’t.” 
“I don’t think I’d use this outside of class.” 
 

Reference Tool Students envisioned using maps to locate, 
navigate, and understand where things were.   

 

“I could use this to show where certain things are in a location.” 
“To help people who are lost.” 
“To help explain to people where it is.” 
 

Communication Tool 

Students viewed maps as a tool to provide 
information about a topic, educate or inform 
others, and raise awareness. They recognized 
that maps could be helpful beyond navigation. 
Within this theme, students could reason 
about how maps communicated the 
perspective of the mapmaker and that maps 
are a snapshot of the past. 

 

“Maybe by mapping areas yearly to see how it changes.” 
“I could use what I learned to teach other people about the history in [the 
community]. 
“To tell people where dirty air is in town.” 
“To figure out where certain problems are most prevalent.” 
“I can use what I learned in this mission to spread the message of how 
hard refugees lives are.” 
 

Decision-Making Tool 
Students viewed maps as a decision-making or 
problem-solving tool that could be used to 
suggest a solution to a spatial problem. 

 

“Most services were held downtown. I would disperse it more like around 
town, not just in one area.” 
“If you need to make an ad for your business you would want to know 
where other ads are and where would most people see it.” 
“This map could help business owners on where the most useful place for 
a coffee shop would be.” 
 

       Further Investigation  
       (sub-theme) 

Students used the map as a tool for further 
investigation or to prompt more questions. 
Rather than presenting a solution, the inquiry 
ended with a call for more research or a 
revision to the methodology. 

 

“Doing this mission it brought attention to me about this issue. It makes 
me think is this an issue in [my community]?” 
“That when asking how much litter there is in [town] I should probably 
pick a certain area.” 
 

*The researcher edited student responses to obscure the location of the study using [community] and [town] where appropriate. 
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Table 22 Description of Themes: The Learning Process 

 

Theme 
 

 

Description 
 

 

Examples 
 

Compliance 
Students merely followed and restated the 
directions without thinking through each step. 
They also focused on getting it “right.” 

 

“Doing what I was told to do and trying to do it right.” 
“I followed what the teacher told me and then did what I could.” 
“Just get it done but make it accurate.” 
 

Types of Maps 
Students described the mission as teaching 
them about the properties of maps (legends, 
symbols) or the different types of maps.   

 

“To use symbols.” 
“Learning the difference between a normal map and a counter-map.” 
“I used a digital map.” 
 

Perspective 
Students discussed how they learned to make 
maps from their perspective or how maps 
could represent someone else’s point of view. 

 

“It taught me that many people see places differently.” 
“That maps can be different but that doesn’t make them less professional.” 
“Tried to understand what the map maker was thinking.” 
 

Spatial Primitives Students mentioned that the mission taught 
them about locations, direction, or distance. 

 

“How far or close everything is.” 
“It taught me how to find the area where the places/resources are.” 
“The mission taught me how to locate areas, plot points.” 
 

Messy Middle 

 

Students mentioned more complex 
relationships, like pattern or distribution, but 
could not elaborate on how they used those 
skills in the mission. 
 

“That places are clustered or dispersed.” 
“I know that air pollution is high.” 
“To analyze the patterns and make connections.” 

Complex Spatial Reasoning 

 

Student could describe complex spatial 
relationships they learned about in the 
mission. Some students could answer “Why?” 
and “Why care?”  
 

“We thought about how many miles are in certain places and how many 
people can easily access them.” 
“We looked to see if people with less education lived closer to pollution.” 

Inquiry Process 

 

Students could describe the steps of the 
inquiry process, from asking questions to 
gathering and analyzing data.  
 

“Finding questions that could be mapped.” 
“We asked questions, got data, and made a counter-map showing it.” 
“By creating a survey and mapping the responses.” 
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Chapter 4: 

Results 

 This study aimed to understand how students learned spatial literacy when 

engaged in the practice of counter-mapping, and the extent to which students used the 

maps they generated to act on an issue in their community. The chapter begins by 

presenting results that answer the primary research question about spatial literacy skills. 

Results in this section are presented by learning goal. The next section of the chapter 

presents results that answer the secondary research question about the extent to which 

students use their maps to take informed action. Results in this section are introduced by 

increasingly complex themes that emerged during the thematic analysis. Limitations of 

the results are discussed at the end of Chapter 5: Discussion.  

How Students Learn Spatial Literacy Through Counter-Mapping 

 Results in this section are categorized within the four learning goals assessed: 

Using Maps, Mental Maps, Spatial Analysis, and Taking Action. Each section begins 

with an overview of student scores for the standard based on the median, standard 

deviation, minimum, and maximum. Then visualizations of the learning pathways are 

presented using an interpolation line. Finally, the statistical tests for difference and 

association are analyzed using Kendall’s tau-b correlation coefficient, the Jonckheere-

Terpstra test, and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.  

Using Maps 

Descriptive Statistics. Student scores on missions for Standard 1: Using Maps 

are displayed in Table 23. Sample sizes were relatively consistent across missions, except 

for Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry Question (n = 35). The highest median score was achieved in 
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Mission 8: Counter-Map (Mdn = 3), and the lowest median score was in Mission 1: 

Mental Maps (Mdn = 1). Missions 2 through 6 had a median score of 2, which means that 

students could describe uses for different types of maps. Standard deviations were highest 

for Mission 7 (SD = 1.071) and Mission 8 (SD = 1.047), which indicated a greater spread 

in student scores from the mean. Student scores were more clustered around the mean for 

Mission 1 (SD = .612), Mission 2 (SD = .595), Mission 3 (SD = .615), and Mission 6 (SD 

= .514). On every mission except Mission 6, there were students who demonstrated no 

understanding of the use of maps (Min = 0). Students reached the upper anchor (Max = 4) 

in Mission 4: Mural Map and Mission 8: Counter-Map. Boxplots and histograms 

visualizing the shape, central tendency, variability, and outliers are available in Appendix 

D (IBM Corp 2021).   

Figure 9 displays frequencies and trendlines for each progress variable. Early 

missions in the progression contained a large proportion of students in Level 1, but by the 

final mission, there were very few students at the lower anchor. Level 2 captured nearly 

70 percent of students in Mission 3: Asset Map and Mission 6: Case Study but remained 

lower in other missions. Most students achieved Level 3 in Mission 4: Mural Map and 

Mission 5: Environmental Justice. Students reached the upper anchor twice during the 

learning sequence. Only 7.1 percent reached Level 4 in Mission 4: Mural Map; however, 

27.3 percent of students got there in Mission 8: Counter-Map. At the end of the course, 

77.3 percent of students demonstrated Level 3 or 4 understanding of the Using Maps 

standard.  

Overall, students revealed higher levels of understanding about the uses of maps 

in Missions 4: Mural Map and Mission 8: Counter-Map. In these missions, they were 
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engaged in making maps for solving community problems, first under the guidance of a 

teacher and then on their own. Mission 5: Environmental Justice represented the “messy 

middle” of the learning journey, where student scores varied between Level 2 and 3 

understanding. The lack of student data and the low levels in Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry 

show that few students understood how to use maps when writing the driving questions 

for their final counter-mapping projects.  
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Table 23 Descriptive Statistics: Using Maps 

 

 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map 

 

Mission 2: 
Campus Map 

 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

 

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map 

 

N 
Valid 41 42 44 42 46 43 35 44 
Missing 5 4 2 4 0 3 11 2 

Median 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 
Std. Deviation .612 .595 .615 .975 .882 .514 1.071 1.047 
Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Maximum 2 2 3 4 3 3 3 4 
 

 

Figure 9 Frequency Table & Trendlines: Proportion of Students by Progress Variable for Using Maps 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map

Mission 2: 
Campus Map

Mission 3: 
Asset Map

Mission 4: 
Mural Map

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice

Mission 6: 
Case Study

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map Trend

4 7.1 27.3
3 4.5 40.5 32.6 4.7 11.4 50
2 19.5 54.8 70.5 33.3 37 69.8 31.4 6.87
1 63.4 40.5 20.5 14.3 26.1 25.6 20 13.6
0 17.1 4.8 4.5 4.8 4.3 37.1 2.3

Note.  Values represent percentages calucalted from available student data. Sample size varies by mission.
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Figure 10 Interpolation Line: Using Maps 

 
  

Trends. The interpolation line in Figure 10 shows how the overall student data 

changed at each mission in the learning sequence (IBM Corp 2021). Student scores 

increased from about Level 1 on Mission 1: Mental Map to just above Level 2 on Mission 

4: Mural Map. After that point, there was a decline in scores through Mission 7: Geo-

Inquiry. During Mission 7, students were developing their counter-map inquiries but not 

using maps of their own. The sharp increase after Mission 7 reflects the high scores 

achieved in Mission 8 when students created their own counter-maps. Overall, students 

began at Level 1 on the Using Maps standard and ended up near Level 3. Appendix D 

contains the individual student data visualized in a choropleth table by mission. 

 Statistical Relationships. Several positive monotonic associations were found 

between mission scores (see Table 24). A strong, positive association between Mission 8: 

Counter-Map and Mission 3: Asset Map was statistically significant at the 0.01 level (τb = 
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.505, P = <.001). There was also a strong, positive association between Mission 8: 

Counter-Map scores and Mission 5: Environmental Justice (τb = .420, P = .002). There 

were no statistically significant associations between Mission 8 and Mission 1: Mental 

Map or Mission 8 and Mission 2: Campus Map. 

 

Table 24 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Mission 8 to All Others in Using Maps 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Mission 8 and 1 .106 .457 40 Very weak 
Mission 8 and 2 .019 .898 41 Very weak 
Mission 8 and 3 .505** <.001 43 Strong 
Mission 8 and 4 .349* .011 41 Weak 
Mission 8 and 5 .420** .002 44 Strong 
Mission 8 and 6 .388** .007 41 Moderate 
Mission 8 and 7 .341* .025 33 Weak 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

  

Table 25 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Gender, Race, & Scores 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Gender and Using Maps 2 ‒.351* .019 42 Moderate 
Gender and Using Maps 6 ‒.297* .045 43 Weak 
Race and Using Maps 2 ‒.563** <.001 42 Strong 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

  

 There were also three statistically significant correlations between gender, race 

and ethnicity, and mission scores (see Table 25). There was a moderate, negative 

association between the distribution of scores by gender on Mission 2: Campus Map (τb = 

–.351, P = .019) and a weak, negative association on Mission 6: Case Study (τb = –.297, 

P = .045) for the Using Maps standard. A post-hoc test revealed that males performed 

significantly worse (Mdn = 1) than females (Mdn = 2) but not nonbinary students (Mdn = 

1.5) on Mission 2 (Bonferroni-adjusted P = .030); however, there were no significant 
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differences in the distribution of scores by gender on Mission 6 using the Bonferroni 

correction for multiple tests. There was a statistically significant, strong negative 

association between race and score on Mission 2: Campus Map for the Using Maps 

standard (τb = –.563, P = <.001). Latino students significantly outperformed White 

students on Mission 2 in the Using Maps standard (P = .002). Median scores for Latino 

students (Mdn = 2) were one level higher than for White students (Mdn = 1) on Mission 

2. Figure 11 shows the distribution of Using Maps scores by gender and race for the 

statistically significant results of the Jonckheere-Terpstra test (IBM Corp 2021).  

 

Figure 11 Distribution Using Maps Scores by Gender & Race 
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Figure 12 Wilcoxon Test Results: Changes in Using Maps Scores 

 

 

Students showed significant changes in the Using Maps scores from the beginning 

to the end of the learning progression (see Figure 12). Students grew significantly from 

Mission 1 to Mission 4 and Mission 1 to Mission 8. There was a statistically significant 

median increase of one level (from 1 to 2) from Mission 1: Mental Map to Mission 4: 

Mural Map on the Using Maps standard (Z = 4.915, P <.001). Students were able to 

identify the properties and functions of maps at the beginning of the study and describe 

uses for different types of maps by the middle. There was no statistically significant 

change from Mission 4: Mural Map to Mission 8: Counter-Map (Z = 1.691, P = .091). 

The median value for students in this sample remained at Level 3 across both missions. 

No students declined from the beginning to the end of the progression. From Mission 1 to 

Mission 8, there was a statistically significant median increase of two levels (from 1 to 3) 
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on the Using Maps standard (Z = 4.845, P <.001). Before any formal learning occurred, 

students could identify the properties of maps. After learning counter-mapping, students 

could analyze various spatial data collected from observations and external sources to ask 

and answer questions about spatial patterns in the surrounding area.  

Mental Maps 

Descriptive Statistics. Student scores for Mission 1: Mental Maps are displayed 

in Tables 26 and 27. A standard deviation of SD = .804 indicated a moderate spread of 

the data. Only one student in this mission had no understanding of mental maps (Min = 

0), and 17 out of 42 students (40.5 percent) reached Level 3 (Max = 3), which meant they 

were able to compare mental maps with other students to identify common factors that 

influence spatial understanding, perceptions, and preferences. Another 40.5 percent were 

able to interpret information about a place’s location, patterns, and features, and 16.7 

percent could draw a familiar space in the community from memory. A boxplot and 

histogram are available in Appendix D to visualize the shape and distribution of student 

scores. Because there were no longitudinal data collected across missions for the Mental 

Maps standard, no further visualizations of learning pathways were possible.   

 

Table 26 Descriptive Statistics: Mental Maps 

 

 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map 

 

N 
Valid 42 
Missing 4 

Median 2 
Std. Deviation .804 
Minimum 0 
Maximum 3 
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Table 27 Frequencies: Mental Maps 

 

 

Frequency 
 

Percent 
Valid 

Percent 

 

Cumulative 
Percent 

 

Valid 

0 – No evidence 1 2.2 2.4 2.4 
1 – Draw a mental map  7 15.2 16.7 19.0 
2 – Interpret mental maps 17 37.0 40.5 59.5 
3 – Compare perceptions 17 37.0 40.5 100.0 
Total 42 91.3 100.0  

Missing  System 4 8.7   
Total 46 100.0   
 

Table 28 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Mental Maps to All Standards & Gender 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Spatial Analysis 1 .354* .017 41 Moderate 
Using Maps 2 .380* .012 39 Moderate 
Spatial Analysis 2 .462** .003 38 Strong 
Using Maps 3 .342* .018 41 Weak 
Using Maps 5 .285* .039 42 Weak 
Using Maps 6 .471** .001 40 Strong 
Spatial Analysis 6 .349* .013 40 Weak 
Spatial Analysis 7 .358* .023 32 Moderate 
Gender and Mental Maps 1 ‒.368* .011 42 Moderate 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Statistical Relationships. There were two strong, positive associations for scores 

on Mission 1: Mental Map and all other standards in the progression (see Table 28). 

Increases in Mental Maps scores were positively associated with gains in Using Maps 

Mission 6: Case Study scores (τb = .471, P = <.001). A strong, positive association was 

also statistically significant between scores on Mental Maps and Spatial Analysis on 

Mission 2: Campus Map (τb = .462, P = .003). A post-hoc test found that the distribution 

of Mental Maps scores was significantly higher for females (Mdn = 3) compared to males 

(Mdn = 2) but not for non-binary students (Mdn = 2.5) at a significance value of P = .023. 
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Figure 13 shows the distribution of scores for Mental Maps Mission 1 (IBM Corp 2021). 

Appendix D has the full results. 

 

Figure 13 Distribution of Mental Maps Scores by Gender 

 

 

Spatial Analysis 

Descriptive Statistics. Table 29 shows student scores on all Standard 3: Spatial 

Analysis missions. Sample sizes were relatively consistent across missions, except for 

Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry Question. That mission had 12 students with no data (n = 35). 

The highest median scores (Mdn = 3) occurred in the middle of the progression in 

Mission 4: Mural Map and, in the end, in Mission 8: Counter-Map. At Level 3, students 

could analyze the processes that influence the distribution and interaction of human and 

physical processes. Missions 1, 2, 6, and 7 had the lowest median scores in Spatial 

Analysis (Mdn = 1). Mission 3: Asset Map and Mission 5: Environmental Justice had 
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median scores of 2, which meant students could describe patterns and trends in the 

distribution of spatial phenomena.  

The standard deviation was highest for Mission 8: Counter-Map (SD = 1.031) and 

lowest for Mission 1: Mental Map and Mission 2: Campus Map (SD = .273, SD = .264). 

The standard deviation was about 3.8 times larger from Mission 8 compared to Missions 

1 and 2, suggesting a much broader spread of the data. A minimum score of 0 was 

reported in the early missions and again in Mission 6: Case Study and Mission 7: Geo-

Inquiry. Students revealed an understanding of the upper anchor (Max = 4) twice in the 

progression, once at Mission 5: Environmental Justice and again at Mission 8: Counter-

Map. In those missions, students could synthesize data from multiple sources to explain 

the consequences of the spatial organization of features in a location.  

 Figure 14 shows that over 90 percent of students scored at Level 1 in Mission 1: 

Mental Map and Mission 2: Campus Map, showing they understood simple spatial 

relationships like distance, direction, and location. There were no students at Level 1 in 

Mission 4: Mural Map or Mission 5: Environmental Justice; however, by Mission 6: Case 

Study and Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry, 38 percent of students were back at Level 1. Only 

11.6 percent of students scored at Level 1 on the final assessment. The “messy middle” 

appeared in Missions 3, 4, and 5, as students fluctuated between Levels 2 and 3. At this 

point, students could describe patterns and trends in spatial data in some contexts but not 

others. They could even analyze the processes that cause those trends in certain 

situations. For the final three missions, about one-third of the students remained at Level 

2. Many students scored at Level 3 in Mission 4 (61 percent), but that percentage dropped 

in Missions 6 and 7.  
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Only 4.3 percent of students reached Level 4 during Mission 5: Environmental 

Justice, but 30.2 percent achieved the upper anchor on Mission 8: Counter-Map. Growth 

trends in Levels 2 and 3 peaked in the middle of the progression. Notably, 23.8 percent of 

students showed no evidence of spatial reasoning on Mission 6, which was when they 

conducted a case study of other model counter-maps. Boxplots and histograms 

visualizing the shape and distribution of the data are available in Appendix D (IBM Corp 

2021). 
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Table 29 Descriptive Statistics: Spatial Analysis 

 

 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map 

 

Mission 2: 
Campus Map 

 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

 

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map 

 

N 
Valid 41 41 45 41 46 42 34 43 
Missing 5 5 1 5 0 4 12 3 

Median 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 3 
Std. Deviation .273 .264 .668 .494 .586 .898 .894 1.031 
Minimum 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 
Maximum 2 1 3 3 4 3 3 4 
 

 

Figure 14 Frequency Table & Trendlines: Proportion of Students by Progress Variable for Spatial Analysis 

 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map

Mission 2: 
Campus Map

Mission 3: 
Asset Map

Mission 4: 
Mural Map

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice

Mission 6: 
Case Study

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map Trend

4 4.3 30.2
3 40 61 39.1 7.1 11.8 23.3
2 2.4 53.3 39 56.5 31 35.3 34.9
1 92.7 92.7 4.4 38.1 38.2 11.6
0 4.9 7.3 2.2 23.8 14.7

Note.  Values represent percentages calucalted from available student data. Sample size varies by mission.
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Figure 15 Interpolation Line: Spatial Analysis 

 
  

Trends. Figure 15 shows an interpolation line generated using linear regression 

for all available student data on Spatial Analysis (IBM Corp 2021). On this learning 

journey students began at Level 1 for the first two missions, and then leaped to Levels 2 

and 3 for Mission 3: Asset Map, Mission 4: Mural Map, and Mission 5: Environmental 

Justice. There was a rapid decline from Mission 5 to Mission 6: Case Study, followed by 

a gradual, then rapid rise to Level 3 by the end of the progression. More generally, there 

were two peaks and two valleys in the level of sophistication students showed with their 

spatial reasoning. Progress fluctuated as students employed simple spatial relationships 

(distance, direction, adjacency, location) at certain points in the course and more complex 

spatial relationships (distribution, pattern, dispersion, clustering, density) at others. 

Progress variables did not build linearly over time. 
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 Statistical Relationships. There were four statistically significant correlations on 

the Spatial Analysis standard (see Table 30). There was a strong, positive association that 

was statistically significant at the 0.01 level between Mission 8: Counter-Map and 

Mission 4: Mural Map (τb = .421, P = .005), Mission 5 (τb = .431, P = .002), and Mission 

7: Geo-Inquiry (τb = .436, P = .005). Mission 8: Counter-Map and Mission 6: Case Study 

also showed a statistically significant and moderately positive association (τb = .338 P = 

.014). Higher scores on the four missions leading up to Mission 8 were associated with 

higher end-of-course scores on the final assessment. All other assessments showed only 

weak associations. 

 

Table 30 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Mission 8 to All Others in Spatial Analysis 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Mission 8 and 1 .212 .152 40 Weak 
Mission 8 and 2 .186 .215 41 Weak 
Mission 8 and 3 .085 .550 43 Very Weak 
Mission 8 and 4 .421** .005 41 Strong 
Mission 8 and 5 .431** .002 44 Strong 
Mission 8 and 6 .338* .014 41 Moderate 
Mission 8 and 7 .436** .005 33 Strong 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Table 31 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Gender, Race, & Spatial Analysis Scores 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Gender and Spatial Analysis 1 ‒.297 .053 41 Weak 
Gender and Spatial Analysis 2 ‒.333* .026 41 Weak 
Race and Spatial Analysis 4 ‒.409** .008 41 Strong 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

There were two significant correlations between gender, race, and Spatial 

Analysis scores (Table 31). There was a weak, negative association between gender and 
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Mission 2: Campus Map on the Spatial Analysis standard (τb = ‒.333, P = .026). A 

follow-up test revealed that the distribution of scores was significantly higher for females 

than males (P = .049). However, further analysis revealed that three outliers in the data 

for male-identifying students may have skewed the results. In Mission 2, all gender 

groups had a median score of two. There was a strong negative association between race 

and Spatial Analysis scores on Mission 4: Mural Map (τb = ‒.409, P = .006). A post-hoc 

test showed no significant differences in the distribution of scores by race when adjusted 

by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (Figure 16, (IBM Corp 2021). Without the 

correction (P = .013), scores for White students (Mdn = 3) were significantly higher than 

for Latino students (Mdn = 2) on Mission 4: Mural Map for Spatial Analysis. 

 

Figure 16 Distribution of Spatial Analysis Scores by Gender and Race 
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Figure 17 Change in Spatial Analysis Scores 
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There were significant changes in the Spatial Analysis scores from the beginning 

to the end of the learning progression (Figure 17). The most considerable changes in the 

median score were from the beginning to the middle and from the beginning to the end of 

the course. Of the 37 students analyzed in the test, all 37 showed statistically significant 

positive growth from Mission 1: Mental Map to Mission 4: Mural Map (Z = 5.516, P 

<.001). Median scores increased from Level 1 (describing spatial primitives) to Level 3 

(analyzing spatial processes). Similarly, from the beginning to the end of the study, 89.7 

percent of students showed a statistically significant positive difference in medians of two 

levels, from Level 1 to Level 3 (Z = 4.845, P <.001). From the halfway point of the 

course to the end, students were similarly split among positive differences (15), negative 

differences (11), and ties (13). There were no statistically significant changes from 

Mission 4 to Mission 8 on the Spatial Analysis standard (Z = .704, P = .482). The median 

value for students in this sample remained at Level 3 from the middle to the end of the 

learning progression. 

Taking Informed Action 

Descriptive Statistics. Results of students’ scores on the Taking Informed Action 

standard appear in Table 32. Sample sizes for this standard were smaller than the other 

three standards assessed, and both Missions 6: Case Study and Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry 

had between 21 to 22 percent missing data (n = 36, n = 35). Median scores for the first 

two missions stayed at a median of 0, then doubled for Mission 3: Asset Map (Mdn = 2). 

The median score would not reach that level again until the final assessment, Mission 8. 

The highest progress variable achieved (Mdn = 2) demonstrates that students could use a 

map to describe potential actions or solutions to a community issue. Median scores were 
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at Level 1 for Mission 4: Mural Map, Mission 5: Environmental Justice, and Mission 7: 

Geo-Inquiry. In those missions, students could identify community assets or problems 

using maps.  

Student scores were most clustered in Mission 1: Mental Map and Mission 2: 

Campus Map, when performance was low. The most extensive spread in the data was in 

Missions 3, 4, 7, and 8 (SD = .834, .818, .843, .821). However, the standard deviation 

was the least variable for Taking Informed Action compared to the other spatial thinking 

standards. In every mission, at least one student demonstrated no understanding of the 

use of maps as problem-solving tools (Min = 0). Two students did reach the upper anchor 

in Mission 8, showing the ability to take informed action based on the synthesis of their 

counter-map (Max = 4).  

 Figure 18 shows the frequencies of student scores on the progress variables and 

the trends across each variable. The highest proportion of scores at Level 0 was in 

Mission 1: Mental Map (94.9 percent), Mission 2: Campus Map (85 percent), and 

Mission 6: Case Study (58.3 percent). Most students at those points in the progression 

struggled to show how maps could be used to solve problems in the community. At best, 

they could use the map to identify an asset or a problem. In Level 1, the highest 

proportions were found in Mission 4: Mural Map (34.1 percent), Mission 5: 

Environmental Justice (39.5 percent), and Mission 6: Case Study (38.9 percent). Mission 

3: Asset Map was the first time in the progression that students could use maps to 

describe potential actions or solutions to community issues. This increase came after two 

missions where students mostly did not understand maps as problem-solving tools. Only 

2 students (4.3 percent) could identify assets or issues using a map at the beginning of the 
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learning progression. By the end of the learning progression, that number increased to 5 

students (10.9 percent). 

Students did not reach Level 3 or 4 until the final mission. In that mission, 21.4 

percent of students reached Level 3, and 4.8 percent hit the upper anchor. However, 

individual student outcomes varied in the final mission. There were 23 students (50 

percent) who could describe potential solutions using a map and 9 students (19.6 percent) 

who could apply geographic knowledge to inform or advocate about a community issue. 

The remaining 7 students assessed (15.2 percent) were able to identify issues. Boxplots, 

histograms, and complete student datasets are available in Appendix D (IBM Corp 2021).  
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Table 32 Descriptive Statistics: Taking Informed Action 

 

 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map 

 

Mission 2: 
Campus Map 

 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

 

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map 

 

N 
Valid 39 40 44 41 43 36 35 42 
Missing 7 6 2 5 3 10 11 4 

Median 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 
Std. Deviation .223 .362 .834 .818 .781 .558 .843 .821 
Minimum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Maximum 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 4 
 

 

Figure 18 Frequency Table & Trendlines: Proportion of Students by Progress Variable for Taking Informed Action 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map

Mission 2: 
Campus Map

Mission 3: 
Asset Map

Mission 4: 
Mural Map

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice

Mission 6: 
Case Study

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map Trend

4 4.8
3 21.4
2 56.8 36.6 25.6 2.8 48.6 54.8
1 5.1 15 20.5 34.1 39.5 38.9 25.7 16.7
0 94.9 85 22.7 29.3 34.9 58.3 25.7 2.4

Note.  Values represent percentages calucalted from available student data. Sample size varies by mission.
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Figure 19 Interpolation Line: Taking Informed Action 

 

Trends. Before any learning interventions, students showed little to no 

understanding of maps as decision-making tools (see Figure 19, (IBM Corp 2021). The 

sophistication of reasoning improved from Mission 1: Mental Map to Mission 3: Asset 

Map, then gradually declined until Mission 6: Case Study. Students generally reached 

Level 1 understanding during this time, demonstrating that they could identify 

community assets and issues using a map. The use of maps as a decision-making tool 

improved from Mission 6: Case Study to Mission 8: Counter-Map. Students 

demonstrated the highest level of understanding at the end of the progression. On 

average, students could discuss, think about, and propose possible solutions to a spatial 

problem using a counter-map. Overall, students improved their ability to use counter-

maps to communicate conclusions and take informed action; however, this growth was 

not linear.   
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 Statistical Relationships. There were very few statistically significant 

associations among Taking Informed Action scores (see Table 33). Outcomes on Mission 

6: Case Study had a moderately positive association with Mission 4: Mural Map (τb = 

.353, P = .038) and Mission 5: Environmental Justice (τb = .341, P = .036) that was 

statistically significant. Mission 5: Environmental Justice and Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry 

were also moderately positively associated (τb = .352, P = .026). Strong positive 

associations occurred between Missions 4: Mural Map and Mission 5: Environmental 

Justice (τb = .496, P = .<.001) and Mission 3: Asset Map and Mission 4: Mural Map (τb = 

.405, P = .005). The final assessment in the learning journey, Mission 8, had only one 

statistically significant association with Mission 3: Asset Map (τb = .352,    P = .013).  

 

Table 33 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Mission 8 to Others in Taking Informed Action 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Mission 8 and 1 .182 .251 36 Weak 
Mission 8 and 2 .257 .102 37 Weak 
Mission 8 and 3 .352* .013 41 Moderate 
Mission 8 and 4 .186 .200 38 Weak 
Mission 8 and 5 .137 .335 40 Weak 
Mission 8 and 6 .090 .574 34 Very Weak 
Mission 8 and 7 -- -- 42 Missing Data 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 There were two statistically significant, weak correlations between gender and 

Taking Informed Action scores in Mission 2: Campus Map (τb = ‒.348, P = .026) and 

Mission 3: Asset Map (τb = ‒.348, P = .015), displayed in Table 34. Post-hoc tests 

revealed a moderately higher distribution of scores for females (Figure 20, (IBM Corp 

2021) compared to males on Taking Informed Action in Mission 2 (P = .050) and 

Mission 3 (P = .022). Female students (Mdn =2) had a significantly higher distribution of 
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scores than males (Mdn = 1) on Mission 3. There was a significant weak, negative 

correlation between race and Taking Informed Action in Mission 5: Environmental 

Justice (τb = ‒.315, P = .015); however, a post-hoc test revealed no significant differences 

in distribution by race using the Bonferroni correction. Without the correction, Latino 

students scored higher than White students on Taking Action in Mission 5 (P = .046).  

 

Table 34 Kendall’s Tau-B: Comparing Gender & Taking Informed Action Scores 

 Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 
Gender and Taking Action 2 ‒.348* .026 40 Weak 
Gender and Taking Action 3 ‒.348* .015 44 Weak 
Race and Taking Action 5 ‒.315* .015 44 Weak 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

Figure 20 Distribution of Taking Informed Action Scores by Gender & Race 
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Figure 21 Change in Taking Informed Action Scores 

 

Student scores on the Taking Informed Action standard improved significantly 

from the beginning to the middle of the learning progression (Figure 21). There was a 

statistically significant median increase of one level (from 0 to 1) from Mission 1: Mental 

Map to Mission 4: Mural Map on the Taking Informed Action standard (Z = 4.428, P 

<.001). In that paired sample, 24 students (70.6 percent) showed positive growth, and 10 

(29.4 percent) did not change. There were no students who had a negative difference. 

From the middle to the end of the course, there was a statistically significant 

change in median scores from Level 1 to Level 2 (Z = 4.257, P = <.001). The test showed 

25 students improved (65.8 percent), 2 students declined (5.3 percent), and 11 students 

did not change (28.9 percent). The most dramatic difference in median scores came from 

Mission 1: Mental Map to Mission 8: Counter-Map. There were 35 students who showed 

growth (97.2 percent), no students declined, and only 1 student (2.8 percent) showed no 
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change. This change was statistically significant (Z = 5.328, P <.001), and students 

showed two levels of growth, from Level 0 to Level 2. That meant students went from 

having no understanding before formal learning opportunities to producing potential 

solutions using maps after the learning progression. 

How Students Use Counter-Maps to Take Informed Action 

 Thematic analysis of 326 student reflections collected after each mission and one 

month after the conclusion of the course compose this section. Every document was 

assigned at least one code using the process outlined in the Methods chapter. Four themes 

emerged and are presented in the subsequent sections of this chapter in order of 

increasingly sophisticated levels of student reasoning. Figure 22 displays percentages of 

coded student responses for each theme (MAXQDA 2022). Figures 23 and 24 on the next 

page visualize frequencies and trendlines for each theme. 

 

Figure 22 Themes in the Code System 
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Figure 23 Matrix & Trends: Themes by Mission 

 

 

Figure 24 Matrix: Relationships Among Themes 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Trend

No Understanding 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 8
Reference Tool 56 29 27 11 3 12 2 5 3
Communication Tool 10 13 5 20 23 16 10 12 27
Decision-Making Tool 8 8 11 4 13 8 30
*Further Investigation 1 9 4 7

*Further Investigation is a sub-theme of Decision-Making Tool.
Note.  Columns 1-8 were mission reflections. Column 9 was the end of course reflection. Values represent # of reflections.

No Understanding Reference Communication Decision-Making Further Investigation

Compliance 8 47 29 7 3

Types of Maps 2 15 7 2

Perspective 1 27 26 4 1

Spatial Primitives 1 42 20 8

Messy Middle 1 5 8 6 2
Complex Spatial Reasoning 1 10 19 16
Inquiry Processes 2 15 13 11
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No Understanding 

 The theme of no understanding represented students who could not articulate or 

generate ideas about how to use what they learned in the community. Of the 326 

documents coded, 20 documents (6 percent) reflected no understanding. Students who 

were part of this theme responded with some variation of “I don’t know” or “I can’t.” 

Lack of understanding was highest one month after the completion of the course, when 8 

students (2.5 percent) could not explain how they were using what they learned. This 

theme most frequently co-occurred with compliance (8 documents), followed by types of 

maps (2 documents).  

Maps as Reference Tools 

 The reference tool theme refers to students who used maps to locate, navigate, 

and understand where things were in the community. Maps as reference tools was the 

second-most common theme in the dataset (37 percent). Students most frequently viewed 

maps as reference tools in Mission 1: Mental Maps (56 documents). Mission 2: Campus 

Map (29 documents) and Mission 3: Asset Map (27 document) also had elevated levels of 

students who viewed maps as reference tool, primarily for navigation. This theme 

commonly co-occurred with compliance (47 documents) and spatial primitives (42 

documents).  

Maps as Communication Tools 

 Students who viewed maps as a communication tool used them to share, educate, 

and inform about various topics and issues. Using maps as communication tools was the 

most common theme in the dataset, with 127 documents (39 percent). In the learning 

sequence, students used maps as communication tools across all eight mapping missions. 
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Mission 8: Counter-Map (27 documents), Mission 5: Environmental Justice (23 

documents), and Mission 4: Mural Map (20 documents) had the most significant shares 

of students who used maps in those missions as communication tools. The trendline 

shows that students were more likely to think of maps as communication tools in the 

middle of the progression. Using maps as communication tools most commonly occurred 

in the same documents as compliance (29 documents), perspective (26 documents), and 

spatial primitives (20 documents).  

Maps as Decision-Making Tools 

 The theme of decision-making tools reflected students who viewed maps as a way 

to solve a problem or visualize a solution. Using maps to make decisions was the third 

most common theme among student reflections (27 percent). Students began to see maps 

as decision-making tools in Mission 3: Asset Map (8 documents); however, the highest 

proportion of students in this theme was during the end-of-course reflection (30 

documents). Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry (13 documents) and Mission 5: Environmental 

Justice (11 documents) also had moderate levels of students who used maps to make 

decisions. In the trendline, this theme peaks in the middle and end of the course, with a 

large dip between those points. Students who viewed maps as decision-making tools also 

mentioned themes of complex spatial reasoning (16 documents) and the inquiry processes 

(13 documents) in their reflections.  

 A subset of students used maps to prompt further investigation while also using 

them as decision-making tools. There were 21 documents within the decision-making 

theme where students used the map as a tool to prompt further investigation or ask more 

questions. Prompts for further investigation occurred most frequently in Mission 7: Geo-
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Inquiry (9 documents) and the end-of-course reflection (7 documents). Students who 

talked about using the inquiry process in their reflection also frequently viewed maps as a 

tool for further investigation (11 documents).  

 The end-of-course reflections were completed by 39 out of the 46 students in the 

study (84.8 percent). In the reflection, 20 students (51.28 percent) said they were not 

taking action using their map, 14 students (35.9 percent) said they might take action using 

their map in the future, and 5 students (12.82 percent) said they were using their map to 

take action currently. Two students were using the map to take informed action on 

bullying at the middle school and security at the high school. Two other students said 

their maps had led them to take personal action by volunteering at shelters, donating old 

clothes, and picking up trash.  
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Chapter 5: 

Discussion 

 This study aimed to understand how students learn spatial thinking while counter-

mapping and to what extent they use those maps to take informed action in the 

community. This chapter restates the research problem and briefly reviews the methods 

used to investigate it. The major sections of this chapter summarize the results and 

discuss their implications. Limitations of the study are presented at the end of the chapter. 

The Research Problem and Methodology 

 The research was a mixed-methods study of how students learn spatial literacy 

while doing counter-mapping. The study took place in an urban high school in Iowa with 

46 student participants from a ninth-grade social studies class. Students entered the class 

with few formal opportunities to practice spatial thinking, and the teacher had no 

experience instructing geography courses. The researcher developed four instruments for 

the study: learning goals, mapping assessments, an instructional sequence, and qualitative 

surveys.  

Learning goals drew from the National Geography Standards and the C3 

Framework Inquiry Arc. Progress variables were developed for four standards: Using 

Maps, Mental Maps, Spatial Analysis, and Taking Informed Action. Eight mapping 

assessments were designed by the researcher and placed within a proposed instructional 

sequence. The facilitating teacher carried out instruction and assessments over nine 

weeks in two different pilot studies. Student scores were analyzed using median, standard 

deviation, frequency tables, interpolation lines, and tests for statistical relationships. 
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Thematic analysis of student reflections further explorde how students think about maps 

as decision-making tools. 

How Students Learn Spatial Literacy Through Counter-Mapping 

 Students take several interesting and varied pathways as they work to master the 

skills required to produce actionable counter-maps. First, there were very few differences 

in achievement by gender and race. Second, the pathways students took to master spatial 

thinking skills were complex and non-sequential but could be classified by patterns of 

change over time. Third, chances of reaching the upper anchor on a learning goal were 

positively associated with prior opportunities to grapple with complex spatial tasks. 

Fourth, in the “messy middle” of the progress variables, students were adept at describing 

spatial primitives but struggled to utilize more complex spatial reasoning consistently. 

Finally, student data suggested that the lower anchor was appropriate for Using Maps and 

Spatial Analysis but required revision for Mental Maps.  

Spatial Literacy by Gender and Race 

 Although there were some significant differences in the distribution of scores by 

gender, there were more similarities. Female students significantly outperformed male 

students on only 5 out 25 progress variables assessed. In the early part of the progression, 

females surpassed males in analyzing mental maps and creating, analyzing, and using 

hand-drawn counter-maps of the school campus. However, the few limited correlations 

were moderate at best. Findings in this study supported previous research suggesting 

gender differences on spatial tasks are minimal and largely insignificant (Terlecki and 

Newcombe 2005; Newcombe 2007; Mohan and Mohan 2013; Metoyer and Bednarz 

2017; Solem 2023). 
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 On 22 out of 25 assessments, there were no significant differences in scores by 

race or ethnicity. Defying prior studies on racial opportunity gaps, Latino students 

outperformed White students on two assessments (Milner 2012; Solem 2023). One 

significant and strong correlation between race and assessment scores showed that Latino 

students significantly outscored White students on Mission 2: Campus Map for the Using 

Maps standard. Although not statistically significant in the post-hoc tests, Latino students 

performed slightly better on Taking Informed Action in Mission 5: Environmental Justice 

than White students. There was one strong but inconclusive association supporting 

previous research that White students outperform Latino students (Solem 2023).  

These unexpected results for female and Latino students align with prior research 

that priming students to think about their intersectional identities might improve their 

performance on spatial assessments (Ladson-Billings 2002; McGlone and Aronson 2006; 

Borman, Choi, and Hall 2020). Missions in which female students scored significantly 

higher than male students required them to draw their neighborhood from their 

perspective, design a more student-friendly school map, and plot community assets of 

personal interest on a paper map. Latino students performed significantly better on an 

assessment that asked them to redraw the campus map from their perspective and to 

identify the distribution of different racial and ethnic groups in the community prior to 

analyzing a local environmental justice issue. Throughout the learning progression, 

students were often asked to center their perspectives and positionalities in the mapping 

process, which was to their benefit.  

This study provides important local contextual evidence that challenges broader 

patterns in student-level predictors of achievement documented by race and gender 
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(Alderman 2021; Solem 2021; Solem et al. 2021; Solem 2022; 2023). As Dr. Derek 

Alderman noted in his 2021 commentary in the special issue of the Journal of Geography 

dedicated to NAEP scores, the discipline of geography must be “responsive to social 

difference and justice” to address disparities in student outcomes by race, gender, 

language, and ability (2021, 244). Recent growth in the AP Human Geography course is 

often commended for progress in geography education; however, the course contributes 

to ongoing disparities by race, ethnicity, and gender (Solem, Boehm, and Zadrozny 

2021). Counter-mapping should be considered a pedagogical tool for decolonizing 

geography education more broadly, especially at the ninth-grade level.   

  

Figure 25 Typical Learning Journeys 
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Typology of Learning Pathways 

As other research on geography learning progressions have noted, individual 

student pathways were complex and non-sequential (Bennetts 2008; Solem, Huynh, and 

Boehm 2015; Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz 2015; Larsen and Harrington 2018; Larsen et 

al. 2018). Student averages shown in Figure 25 give the illusion of a unified path through 

the progress variables, yet individual student journeys varied considerably. Even though 

no two students took the same learning journey, there were common patterns of change 

from the beginning, middle, and end of the learning progression.  

 

Table 35 Typology of Learning Pathways 

Type Criteria 
 

Percentage of Students by 
Standard 
 

I 
Succeed 
Without 
Support 

Students who maintained or improved their 
understanding from the middle to the end of 
the learning progression. 

 

Using Maps  = 77% 
Spatial Analysis = 72% 
Taking Informed Action = 95% 
 

II 
Struggle 
Without 
Support 

Students who declined from the middle to the 
end of the learning progression. 

 

Using Maps = 23% 
Spatial Analysis = 28% 
Taking Informed Action = 5% 
 

III Stagnate 
Students who showed no significant change 
from the beginning to the end of the learning 
progression. 

 

Using Maps = 14% 
Spatial Analysis = 10% 
Taking Informed Action = 30% 
 

 

Three distinct learning pathways emerged from patterns in student data: 1) 

students who maintained their skills without support, 2) students who declined without 

support; and 3) students who stagnated (see Table 35). Mission 4: Mural Map was the 

middle of the progression. It replicated, with teacher guidance, the counter-mapping 

processes students would need to perform independently at the end of the progression. 

Most students fit Type I (72 to 95 percent); they either maintained or built upon the skills 
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they had learned by the middle of the progression. These Type I students could 

independently produce sophisticated spatial thinking skills in Mission 8 that they had 

previously demonstrated with teacher support in Mission 4. Type II was the second most 

frequent learning pathway (5 to 28 percent). These students performed worse on the final 

mission than at the midway point of the progression. When asked to conduct their own 

spatial inquiry to produce a counter-map, they were less successful on their own than 

when they were guided through an inquiry in the middle of the course. Students needed 

more support in Using Maps and Spatial Analysis than in Taking Informed Action. Very 

few students fit Type III, showing no significant change from the beginning to the end of 

the progression. However, students were more likely to finish the course at the same level 

where they began on Taking Informed Action (30 percent) compared to Using Maps (14 

percent) or Spatial Analysis (10 percent). Figure 26 shows student pathways by type. 

Lines were created from actual student data. 

 

Figure 26 Sample Student Pathways by Type 
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No matter the type of pathway students took, they fluctuated on average one to 

two levels among progress variables while learning how to do counter-mapping. In 

standards for Using Maps and Spatial Analysis, students grew from Level 1 to Level 3, 

and in Taking Informed Action, they went from Level 0 to Level 2. In other words, 

before any learning interventions occurred, students could identify the properties of 

maps, draw familiar places from memory, and describe those places using spatial 

primitives like distance, direction, and location. In addition, almost none of the 

participants were able to identify community assets or problems using a map at the start 

of the progression. After completing the learning sequence on counter-mapping, students 

could analyze spatial data to answer questions about the processes that influence the 

distribution of human and physical processes. They were also able to describe potential 

actions or solutions to community problems.  

These statistically significant patterns of improvement across all three learning 

standards suggest that the learning progression had cognitive momentum. However, 

missions did not always provide the conditions for students to exercise complex 

reasoning. Mission 6: Case Study and Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry showed a period of low-

level reasoning immediately following spikes in complex reasoning in the preceding 

missions. Students produced some of their lowest scores, regardless of standard, in 

Mission 6: Case Study. Despite this, nothing was wrong with the progression or the 

learning activity. We cannot expect students to maintain high levels of cognitive demand 

for sustained periods (Hess et al. 2009; Kester, Paas, and Van Merriënboer 2010; Plass, 

Moreno, and Brünken 2010).  
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Learning progressions do not need to be linear. Students need multiple 

opportunities to try out new skills and to see applied examples of complex spatial 

reasoning in the real-world. After three weeks learning to make maps and learning 

complex relationships like pattern, distribution, overlay, and buffers, students were given 

an opportunity to see all those skills at work in a series of counter-map case studies in 

Mission 6. Moreover, high outcomes on Mission 8 often hinged on more sophisticated 

mastery in the middle of the progression. 

Prior Opportunities on Complex Tasks 

The design of the learning progression provided students with multiple 

opportunities to practice and master emerging skills in novel contexts. All three 

interpolation lines of student learning pathways to master counter-mapping show that 

students achieved higher levels of sophistication in Missions 3, 4, and 5 in the middle of 

the learning sequence. Those three missions offered students their first opportunities to 

try counter-mapping under their teacher’s careful and thoughtful guidance. In Mission 3: 

Asset Map, students worked in small groups to plot community resources on paper maps 

and then learned how to analyze clustered and dispersed patterns. A student reflection on 

their asset map in that mission demonstrated Level 2 understanding in Spatial Reasoning 

(see Figure 27). At this level, students could describe patterns and trends but struggled to 

analyze the processes behind them.  
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Figure 27 Student Reflection on Mission 3: Asset Map 

 

“We located key resource providers in [town]. Noticed if they were  
clustered or dispersed. Mine was health and I plotted mostly on Cyprus St/Elm.  

The mission taught me what clustered and dispersed meant. Clustered was when 
they were close, dispersed was far apart. Most services were held downtown.  

I would disperse it more like around town, not just in one are.” 
 

 

Mission 4: Mural Map provided both guided and unguided opportunities to make 

maps of community murals using ArcGIS Online. More expert students could play and 

experiment with geoprocessing tools, and novice students could rely on increased teacher 

direction. The student sample in Figure 28 shows a student who categorized murals by 

type, added a heat map to show density, and created buffers around mural locations. This 

student also created two buffers around their home to evaluate the walking distance to 

community murals and suggest a new mural location. Mission 4: Mural Map and Mission 

5: Environmental Justice were the only times students reached the upper anchor on Using 

Maps and Spatial Analysis before the final counter-mapping mission. These middle 

missions enabled students to synthesize multiple sources of spatial data to arrive at 

conclusions.  
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Figure 28 Student Mural Map from Mission 4 

 

 

There were strong and significant positive relationships between student scores on 

the final counter-map project and their prior opportunities to practice. High levels of 

spatial skill early in the course led to better outcomes later, particularly when using 

geospatial technologies (Howarth and Sinton 2011; Metoyer and Bednarz 2017). Results 

of Kendall’s tau-b test for association are organized by Mission 3, 4, and 5 in Table 36. 

Only the statistically significant relationships were included. 
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Table 36 Statistically Significant Associations Among Missions 

 

Final 
 

 

Prior Practice 
 

    
 

Mission 8 
Standards 

 

Mission Standard Correlation 
Coefficient 

Sig. 
(2-tailed) N Strength of 

Association 

Using Maps 

3 Using Maps .505** <.001 43 Strong 
4 Using Maps .349* .011 41 Moderate 
4 Spatial Analysis .480** .001 40 Strong 
5 Using Maps .420** .002 44 Strong 
5 Spatial Analysis .328* .019 44 Weak 

Spatial 
Analysis 

3 Using Maps  .395** .005 42 Strong 
4 Using Maps .365** .008 40 Moderate 
4 Spatial Analysis .421** .005 39 Strong 
5 Using Maps .448** .001 43 Strong 
5 Spatial Analysis .431** .002 43 Strong 

Taking 
Action 

3 Using Maps .470** .001 41 Strong 
3 Spatial Analysis .286* .049 41 Weak 
3 Taking Action .352* .013 41 Moderate 
4 Spatial Analysis .399** .010 38 Strong 
5 Using Maps .345* .012 42 Moderate 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

High scores on all three standards on Mission 8 had strong, statistically significant 

positive associations with Mission 3: Using Maps and Mission 4: Spatial Analysis. Both 

missions allowed students to organize and plot their own spatial data, first on paper maps 

in Mission 3 and then on ArcGIS Online in Mission 4. These missions provided critical 

practice for students before collecting, organizing, and deciding how to visualize their 

own data during their final inquiry project. Moreover, it enabled them to think about 

potential actions or solutions based on the patterns they observed in their maps. They 

discussed people and organizations that might be interested in using their maps of 

community assets and suggested new locations for a mural based on overlays of heat 

maps and buffers.  

Novice students often need opportunities to try out complex, problem-solving 

tasks with guidance before engaging in the inquiry process independently (Kirschner, 
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Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kester, Paas, and Van Merriënboer 2010; Howarth and Sinton 

2011). Problem-based learning in this study allowed students to work through real-world 

problems while acquiring analytical and spatial thinking skills. Research on cognitive 

load theory (CLT) suggests that guiding students through an entire problem-solving 

process, where the solution is given prior to having students work on it, can be more 

helpful than asking novice students to problem-solve independently with little guidance 

(Sweller 1988; Plass, Moreno, and Brünken 2010; Howarth and Sinton 2011). Showing 

the entire inquiry process helps students understand how problems are deconstructed and 

solved.  

The student counter-map on crosswalk safety in Figure 29 is an excellent example 

of a student who benefited from prior opportunities to practice spatial inquiry with guided 

support. This student achieved the upper anchor on Using Maps and Spatial Literacy and 

was at Level 3 in Taking Informed Action. Throughout the middle missions (3, 4, 5) this 

student fluctuated between Level 2 and Level 3. This student also based their data 

collection methods on the model of an exemplary counter-map they studied earlier in the 

course. Novice students benefit from solid examples that guide them through the inquiry 

process (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kester, Paas, and Van Merriënboer 2010; 

Howarth and Sinton 2011). This kind of productive intellectual struggle was common for 

students in the middle of the learning progression. Most students achieved Levels 2 and 3 

on missions that scaffolded the spatial inquiry process with teacher support. The messy 

middle was an essential component for students on their way to mastery of the skills 

required to create actionable counter-maps. 
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Figure 29 Student Counter-Map on Crosswalk Safety 

 

 

The Messy Middle 

Students fluctuated between the middle progress variables of the learning goal. 

This variation was most prominent in Mission 4: Mural Map and Mission 5: 

Environmental Justice, which exemplify the “messy middle” of the learning progression 

(Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015; Larsen et al. 2018). The messy middle is where 

students have “some, but not all, of the necessary knowledge” for the skill, so their 

reasoning might change based on the context or situation in which the progress variable is 

being assessed (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015, 6). Students who reached the upper 

anchor on Using Maps in the context of Mission 4 with student-generated mural maps did 
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not necessarily replicate that mastery again in Mission 5 when asked to examine 

community environmental justice maps. When asked to use the counter-maps they had 

produced in Mission 4 to suggest a new location for a mural, 32.6 percent of students 

could use the spatial data from their GIS buffers, heat maps, and layers of demographic 

information to communicate a solution. However, when asked to evaluate the extent to 

which environmental justice existed in their community in Mission 5, no students could 

communicate a solution using the maps provided. The drop in understanding from 

Mission 4 to 5 suggests that a more abstract concept, like spatial justice, was a more 

challenging domain than a more visually concrete one, like buffers.  

In addition to their inconsistency, students gave partially correct answers in the 

messy middle (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015). Students were good at answering 

“Where?” questions but struggled to consistently and accurately answer “Why?” 

questions. The majority of students on Mission 3: Asset Map (53.3 percent) and Mission 

5: Environmental Justice (56.5 percent) could describe the patterns of features using 

terms like “clustered,” “dispersed,” and “density.” Only 4.5 and 4.7 percent, respectively, 

could analyze that spatial data in a way that answered questions about the spatial patterns 

(Using Maps Standard, Level 3). Students began to analyze processes more often in 

Mission 4: Mural Map but still struggled to do so accurately. For example, when 

describing what they learned in Mission 4, one student wrote, “it is really important to 

pay attention to the location and what a mile radius is, which I’ve never heard of before.” 

They partially explain a buffer, but the student just cannot quite describe why it is 

necessary or how it might help them make inferences about spatial patterns on the map.  
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In addition to planned practice with complex problems, students need timely and 

targeted learning interventions when working through the messy middle. This study used 

an in-situ approach, in which the researcher was embedded in the learning environment to 

assist the teacher in planning for and executing the assessments (Huynh, Solem, and 

Bednarz 2015). When it became apparent that students were struggling to explain the 

“why of where,” the researcher and teacher developed a series of bell-ringers so students 

could practice this kind of reasoning in the lessons leading up to Mission 3 and Mission 

4. These were missions in which students significantly improved their ability to use maps 

and conduct more complex spatial analysis. The middle of the learning progression 

provided invaluable practice for students to work out their thinking and build their skills.     

 

Validity of the Lower Anchors 

Table 37 Lower Anchor Frequency Table 

 

Mission 1 
 

 Using Maps Mental Maps Spatial Analysis Taking Action 
 

4     
3  37.0%   
2 19.5% 37.0% 2.4%  
1 63.4% 15.2% 92.7% 5.1% 
0 17.1% 2.2% 7.3% 94.9% 

 

 Student data validated the lower anchors the research proposed for Using Maps 

and Spatial Analysis; however, the Mental Maps standard requires revision. Mission 1: 

Mental Map served as a baseline for student’s knowledge before learning interventions 

occurred. Level 1 of each standard was written to capture what the researcher anticipated 

students would know and be able to do upon entering high school with no formal 

geography classes. The lower anchor was a particularly good fit for the learning goal on 
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Spatial Analysis, and a moderately good fit for Using Maps (see Table 37). However, the 

lower anchor for Mental Maps set the bar far too low for students in the study. Most 

students scored above Level 1 in Mental Maps. Future revisions of the learning 

progression should prioritize increasing the difficulty of mental mapping tasks for 14- to 

15-year-olds. These students were able to interpret and compare mental maps.  

How Students Use Counter-Maps to Take Informed Action 

As students learn spatial literacy skills through counter-mapping, they shift from 

merely using maps as reference tools to thinking of them as more sophisticated means for 

communication and problem-solving. The extent to which students were able to use maps 

to take informed action depended on their level of spatial literacy. Student reflections 

about the process of creating their own counter-maps demonstrated that communicating 

solutions might not be an accurate upper anchor for the culmination of the inquiry 

standard. Figure 30 shows the complex relationships and patterns among themes for 

taking informed action (MAXQDA 2022). 
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Figure 30 Thematic Map for Taking Informed Action & Spatial Literacy 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31 How Students Use Maps Across the Learning Progression 
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From Navigation to Communication: The Power of Perspective 

 Early in the proposed learning progression, students viewed maps as reference 

tools for navigation (see Figure 31). Use of maps as reference tools was especially true in 

Mission 1: Mental Maps, where most students described maps as a way to show someone 

how to get around town. By the middle of the course, in Mission 4: Mural Map, students 

began to see the power of maps as communication tools to share stories about the 

community. Some students even understood the power of a map to provide supporting 

evidence for decisions about where to paint a new mural in town, where to place an ad to 

attract the most attention, and how to improve access to clean air. At the end of the 

course, once students had designed their own maps in pursuit of the answer to a question, 

nearly half could articulate how that map could be used to solve a problem or take action.  

 Incorporating the mapmaker’s perspective and experiences into the map design is 

an essential feature of counter-maps. There was a significant positive association between 

students’ ability to understand the perspective of the mapmaker and their ability to 

produce a strong counter-map. There were significant correlations between Mission 8 and 

Mission 6 outcomes. Mission 6: Case Study required students to analyze a counter-map 

from the anthology, This Is Not an Atlas, and explore the ways everyday people map 

stories about their communities (Kollektiv Orangotango+ 2018). Students who were able 

to analyze the choices of the mapmaker, the message they conveyed, and how those 

decisions fit the definition of a counter-map also made more complex and actionable 

counter-maps of their own in Mission 8.  

Moreover, higher scores in Mission 6 were also positively associated with 

students’ ability to discuss the preferences and perceptions in the mental maps of their 
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classmates in Mission 1. The thematic analysis also revealed common occurrences of 

perspective and maps as a communication tool in student reflections. When students 

analyzed mapmakers’ perspectives, they also were likely to view maps as tools to 

describe a location or to communicate a spatial story. All of this suggests that mental 

maps are an appropriate entry point for building the spatial skills required to produce 

counter-maps, and ninth-grade students are ready to think about what factors influence 

how we perceive and make sense of space.  

Spatial Literacy Facilitates Decision-Making 

 Significant positive associations existed between spatial literacy skills and 

viewing maps as decision-making and problem-solving tools. Thematic analysis revealed 

important connections between how students used maps and how they reasoned and 

reflected on the new spatial skills they were learning. Students who simply followed 

directions or who could only describe simple spatial relationships were also more likely 

to talk about using maps for navigation and location. They lacked the complex spatial 

reasoning skills to explain what they were learning in the mission and to think of the map 

as anything beyond a tool for showing where something is located. Students who 

demonstrated more complex spatial reasoning in their reflections could also see the 

benefits of using those skills to make maps work for them. Equipped with the ability to 

analyze patterns and make meaning of maps, students could use the map to tell a story, 

educate, inform, or even recommend a particular decision.  

 There were 11 out of 46 students (23.9 percent) who scored at Level 3 or Level 4 

on Taking Informed Action on the final counter-mapping mission. All 11 students also 

demonstrated complex spatial reasoning skills, scoring no lower than Level 3 on the 
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spatial literacy skills—Using Maps and Spatial Analysis. High spatial skills were strongly 

and significantly associated with sophisticated counter-maps that proposed solutions to 

spatial problems, which was supported in past studies by Metoyer and Bednarz (2017) 

and Howarth and Sinton (2011). There was no indication that GIS maps produced on 

ArcGIS Online facilitated higher levels of spatial thinking or decision-making in Mission 

8, which counters findings from Metoyer and Bednarz (2017). Only 3 out of 11 students 

(27.3 percent) who scored highly on Mission 8 created web-based GIS counter-maps. The 

other 8 out of 11 high-scoring students (72.7 percent) chose to make their counter-maps 

on paper. Complex spatial reasoning skills were positively correlated with higher 

outcomes at the end of the learning progression. 

Not All Inquiries End in Solutions 

 Ninth-grade students in this study were largely unable to take informed action 

using the counter-maps they created. Instead, they were more likely to use their counter-

map to describe or advocate for potential actions or solutions for a community problem. 

Most students could not even reach the lower anchor on Mission 1, and in the end, only 2 

out of 46 students achieved the upper anchor for taking informed action. Both of those 

students focused on school-related issues in their final counter-map. These results suggest 

a need to revise the Taking Informed Action learning goal for a different kind of rigor.  

The upper anchor of the Inquiry Arc from the C3 Framework proposes that 

communicating solutions and taking informed action is the ultimate outcome of masterful 

research. However, student inquiries in this counter-mapping study sometimes ended 

with more questions than answers. For example, a student made a map to improve safety 

in the community but was puzzled by the result. They found that the police station was 
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right in the middle of the areas participants in their study had identified as unsafe. In this 

situation, the inquiry process ended with a new question rather than a solution (Figure 32 

and Figure 33).  

 

Figure 32 Student Response: Mission 8 

 
“My map that I made would help the community open [their] eyes because the 

police station is right downtown where the not safe spots is right there! So why do 
people still not feel safe being around there? What is causing this? 

 
 

Figure 33 Student Counter-Map of Community Safety 

 
 Green: Low Reports of Theft in a High-Income Neighborhood 

 Red: Low Reports of Theft in a Low-Income Neighborhood 
 Land Mark: Theft Resource (Police Station) 
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 Sometimes, students realized that the parameters of their inquiry prevented them 

from producing actionable results. In one example, a student found that the study area 

was too large to gather meaningful or accurate data. They were researching the issue of 

litter but said they “should probably pick a certain area” instead of trying to study the 

entire city. In this case, the inquiry process served as a valuable feedback loop for 

designing future studies. 

 Although ninth-grade students were not able to community-level action, they 

demonstrated an eagerness to make a difference in the future. They were also able to 

make personal changes in behavior. In the end-of-course reflection, 14 out of 39 students 

(35.9 percent) said they might consider taking action on their issue in the future. There 

were also 5 students (12.82 percent) who said they were taking action, which was 3 more 

students than reached the upper anchor on Taking Informed Action. Student reflections 

revealed that they considered personal actions and internal behavioral changes as taking 

informed action, which was not captured in the proficiency scale proposed by the 

researcher. 

Several compounding factors might prevent adolescents from taking action, 

especially in the ninth-grade year. The transition from middle school to high school is a 

time of vulnerable change, in which students must often establish new peer groups and 

bonds with new teachers (Cohen and Smerdon 2009). With few social connections to 

teachers and other authority figures, ninth-grade students lack access to adults who hold 

the power to make change. Future learning progression research should consider guided 

problem-based learning in which the teacher connects students with community 

stakeholders. 
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One student who succeeded in taking action in this study tapped into existing 

networks of teachers, counselors, and building staff at the junior high they attended the 

previous two years. They investigated bullying at the junior high, drawing on personal 

experiences and surveys with current eighth-grade students (see Figure 34). At the 

conclusion of the study, the student was working with junior high counselors to improve 

hallway monitoring at bullying hotspots. The other student who took action talked with 

school safety officers to recommend new surveillance camera locations to prevent theft in 

high-risk zones at the high school (see Figure 35). 

The current progress variables for the Taking Informed Action learning goal 

underestimate the importance of asking new questions in the inquiry process and 

overestimate the ability of ninth graders to take informed action without teacher support. 

Student reflections suggested a need to revise the upper anchor of the learning goal to 

include questions and new inquiries as the result of geospatial investigations. Not all 

inquiries end in solutions, and action might be personal—not community-wide. Inquiry is 

an iterative loop of exploration. The standard should give as much credence to 

exploratory spatial analysis as it does to explanatory conclusions. 
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Figure 34 Student Counter-Map of Junior High Conflicts 
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Figure 35 Student Counter-Map on Theft at School 
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Limitations 

The quantitative and qualitative results were calculated using only the data 

available. The completion rate for the mapping missions was 83.3 percent and 78.7 

percent for the written reflections. Missing data lowered the sample size from an already 

small population of data and disrupted pairwise tests for association and ordered pairs. 

For example, to run the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, all missing, non-paired data was 

filtered out, reducing the potential sample size for analysis from n = 4 to n = 11 

depending on the standard and mission assessed. Because the results only used complete 

datasets, there was a chance that the change in median scores was inflated or overstated.  

Future studies with missing data at random might consider using multiple 

imputation as a technique to produce a complete dataset that minimizes bias and retains 

statistical power (Allison 2000). Even when results were significant at the 1 percent level 

(P <.001), the lack of a random sample and control group made it impossible to assess for 

causation.  

In addition, sample sizes for gender-diverse individuals were small for this study 

(n = 2) and will most often be small in educational studies. This study provided evidence 

that the distribution of spatial literacy skills was higher for nonbinary students than male 

students but lower than for female students; however, none of those results were 

statistically significant and should be interpreted with caution due to low sample sizes. 

Future studies should consider multilevel modeling to resolve the issue of small sample 

sizes of gender-diverse students and to account for the interactions between intersectional 

social identities that shape educational opportunity and achievement (Evans et al. 2018). 

Solely using categorical variables like gender, race, ability, and language obscures the 
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compounding systems of oppression (sexism, transphobia, racism, ableism, xenophobia) 

that contribute to worse learning outcomes (Milner 2012; Bauer 2014; Evans et al. 2018). 

A great deal is yet to be known about how nonbinary students gain spatial literacy and 

take informed action.  

Using written reflections on open-ended prompts might have produced a response 

bias favoring students more likely to write about their experience. Exit interviews or 

focus groups might capture feedback from students who had meaningful experiences but 

could not write them. Interviews could benefit English learners and students with IEPs 

and 504 plans that struggle with writing. Future studies should consider gathering 

participant data about disability status, English proficiency, and free or reduced-price 

lunch eligibility. In addition to race and gender, these are standard demographic metrics 

used on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) Geography 

Assessment and on state standardized test scores reported by each district as a 

requirement under the Every Student Succeeds Act (“Every Student Succeeds Act 

(ESSA)” 2022; “Iowa School Performance Profiles” 2022; Solem 2023). 

There are several limitations regarding the scope and sequence of this pilot study. 

Development of learning progressions, data collection and analysis, and subsequent 

learning progression revision can take years (Marsh, Golledge, and Battersby 2007; 

Gregg and Sekeres 2006; Yeung 2010). This pilot study accelerated that process over 

eighteen weeks. Anderson (2008) described conceptual coherence, compatibility with 

current research, and empirical validation as the three criteria necessary to gather 

legitimate evidence about learning progressions. The Geography for Life standards and 

the C3 Framework were used to ensure conceptual coherence of the learning progression 
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and compatibility with current research. However, there was no empirical validation of 

student learning data by teachers or students (Anderson 2008; Bednarz, Heffron, and 

Huynh 2013). This study was simply the first step in an attempt to validate the 

instruments and instructional sequence.  

 Another limitation of the study is gathering a preponderance of evidence to 

demonstrate student learning in a standard. A single assessment cannot ascertain the 

whole level of understanding (Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015), and students often need 

to try out new skills in a variety of contexts over time before they can achieve mastery 

(Webb 2002; Hess et al. 2009). Certain types of prompts in the learning progression were 

also designed to elicit higher-order thinking compared to others. Future research might 

focus on student development using the repetition of a task or a series of tasks or how 

students integrate their knowledge across the progression (Anderson 2008).  

Future research should consider that students might lack the spatial vocabulary to 

articulate their learning, which can also prevent them from asking the kinds of thought-

provoking questions that lead to upper-level reasoning (Gregg and Sekeres 2006; Marsh, 

Golledge, and Battersby 2007; Yeung 2010; Metoyer and Bednarz 2017). The students 

entered this study with a minimal working geographic vocabulary. With such a 

condensed time frame for the study, there were few opportunities for students to practice 

and gain command of new geographic terms. Lack of geographic vocabulary may have 

hurt their chances of achieving the upper anchor and completing a spatial inquiry. 

Emphasis on spatial vocabulary should be considered in future studies.  

Although the proposed learning progression was scaffolded to help students 

produce a counter-map that could be used as a decision-making tool in the community, 
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that was a demanding standard to meet in a short, nine-week time frame. There were few 

opportunities to invite community stakeholders to collaborate with students in the 

classroom. One police officer, a school safety officer, and three instructional coaches 

provided feedback for some students during the counter-mapping process. Despite the 

limited opportunities for students to gain access to community stakeholders, students 

were using their maps to improve hallways at the middle school, enhance crosswalk 

safety at the high school, and prevent vaping in bathrooms. At the conclusion of the 

study, the facilitating teacher was working with a local city planner to develop student 

projects addressing the issues of bike trail expansion in the community.  

 

Figure 36 Student Counter-Map of Vaping at School 
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Chapter 6: 

Conclusion 

Students learn a variety of important spatial thinking skills when engaged in 

counter-mapping. They learn to use spatial data to ask and answer questions about spatial 

patterns and develop complex spatial reasoning skills to share those stories. When 

students are given opportunities to practice solving complex problems, they are more 

capable of carrying out authentic inquiries of their own.  

Students take complex and non-sequential pathways while they learn to build 

geographic inquiries and design actionable counter-maps. This study found little evidence 

that students performed differently by race or gender. The possibilities of reaching the 

upper anchor on a learning goal were positively associated with prior opportunities to 

engage in complex spatial reasoning. In order to take informed action, students first had 

to understand how to use maps to communicate information and analyze them in ways 

that lead to actionable solutions. Without these cornerstone spatial literacy skills, it was 

challenging for students to envision their maps beyond simple navigational tools.  

As a result, future learning progressions should emphasize acquiring spatial 

literacy in the context of problem-based inquiries. Students should be rewarded for the 

productive struggle in the messy middle of the progress variable. At this stage, teachers 

should not focus on whether or not students get the “right” answer; instead, they should 

emphasize the thinking routines used by geographers to solve complex problems. Over 

time, with opportunities to practice, students will hone their methods to communicate 

solutions to spatial problems.  
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As students progressed to increasingly complex spatial reasoning skills, they also 

began to see the value of maps beyond a simple navigational tool. More sophisticated 

spatial thinking transforms a map from a static reference instrument to a dynamic 

decision-making tool. However, future researchers should reconsider solutions as the 

apex of the inquiry arc. Inquiry is an iterative loop that generates as many new questions 

as it answers. Learning progressions should emphasize the capacity to think 

geographically without so much focus on accuracy. It is possible to think in impressive, 

complex, and sophisticated ways without arriving at accurate conclusions (Sikorski and 

Hammer 2010; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm 2015). Learning the process of spatial 

reasoning and the systematic methods for solving problems is the vehicle to 

demonstrating mastery of content knowledge across various disciplines. Even when 

students did not produce completely accurate spatial reasoning, they still benefited from 

engaging in the process in the long run. 

Every map has a story to tell. It invites the viewer into a dialogue with the 

mapmaker. Inviting young people into the mapmaking process ensures that the map’s 

story reflects their ways of knowing and being in the world. Youth are an untapped 

resource for improving the quality of life and access to essential resources in their 

communities. Counter-mapping captures youth perceptions of place, improves their 

spatial literacy skills, and engages them in meaningful civic action. When implanted 

alongside an effective progression of spatial literacy skills with guided teacher support, 

counter-maps have the powerful potential to serve as common ground between 

policymakers and youth stakeholders looking to better their communities. 
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Appendix A: Mapping Missions 

Figure 37 Mission 1: Mental Map 
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Figure 38 Mission 2: Campus Map 
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Figure 39 Mission 3: Asset Map 
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Figure 40 Mission 4: Mural Map 
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Figure 41 Mission 5: Environmental Justice 
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Figure 42 Mission 6: Counter-Map Case Study 
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Figure 43 Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry Question 
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Figure 44 Mission 8: Counter-Map Draft 
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Figure 45 Mission 9: Counter-Map Final 
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Appendix B: Research Forms 

Figure 46 IRB Letter of Approval 
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Figure 47 In-Person Script for Participant Recruitment 

 

 

Figure 48 Email Script for Guardian Consent 
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Figure 49 Phone Script for Guardian Consent 
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Figure 50 Assent and Consent Form 
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Figure 51 Demographic Survey 
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Figure 52 Mission Reflection Form 
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Figure 53 End-of-Course Survey 
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Appendix C: Instruments for Data Analysis 

Figure 54 Scorecard for Data Entry 
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Table 38 Standards-Aligned Assessments by Mission and Question 

Assessment 
 
Questions & Prompts 
 

Standards 
Assessed 

Mission 1: 
Mental Map 

1 Draw a mental map of the community from memory. Mental Maps 

2 What landmarks and features did you include in your map? 
Why? 

Using Maps 
Mental Maps 

Spatial Analysis 

3 What kind of symbols did you use to create the map? Why 
did you make those decisions? 

Using Maps 
Mental Maps 

4 What is the most important part of your map? Mental Maps 

5 What did you leave out that you also think is important? Mental Maps 

6 Compare your mental map with a classmate. What 
similarities and differences exist in your maps? 

Using Maps 
Mental Maps 

Spatial Analysis 

7 What do these maps say about your experiences here 
compared to your classmate’s? List at least 2 comparisons. Mental Maps 

Mission 2: 
Campus Map 

1 

After looking at satellite imagery of the school campus on 
Google Maps, walk around the campus and jot down notes 
about what you see. Based on your observations, create a 
map of campus that might be useful to new students.  

Using Maps 

2 

Consider including the following components in your map. 
For each component you decide to include in your map, 
check the box. For every component, briefly describe why 
you did or did not include it in your map. 

Using Maps 

3 What landmarks and feature did you include in your map? 
Why? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

4 Which map components are included in the “official” 
campus map? Using Maps 

5 

Compare your campus map with the official map used by the 
school. What similarities and differences exist? Discuss why 
you think the mapmaker made different design choices in the 
“official” campus map. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

6 Which map do you think is more effective—your map or the 
professionally-drawn map? Explain your reasoning. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

1 

Create a map of resources available to residents in the 
community.  

1. Plot resources from the Student Services brochure on 
the map.  

2. Add any resources you feel are missing.  
3. Use the colored stickers to categorize community 

resources. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

2 What kinds of local resources are available to residents here? 
Who are some of the key resource providers? Spatial Analysis 

3 
What patterns or trends to you notice in the distribution of 
these resources? Are they clustered in certain areas or spread 
out? 

Spatial Analysis 
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Assessment 
 
Questions & Prompts 
 

Standards 
Assessed 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

4 What might explain the patterns and trends you observed in 
the map? Spatial Analysis 

5 What person or organization might be interested in using this 
map? Explain your reasoning. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

6 
Compare your asset map with another group. What 
organizations seem really important to the community? What 
resources do we need more of in this community? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

1 

Collect images and coordinates of murals in the community.  
1. Use Survey123 to take a picture of the mural and record 

its location. 
2. Use ArcGIS Online to create a map of murals in the 

community. 
3. Use color to categorize the murals by location and type. 

Using Maps 

2 

Create a bar graph that tells the story of the murals. You can 
chart the number of murals by location or type. 

1. Label the Y-axis with the number of murals. 
2. Label the X-axis with the location or type of mural. 
3. Give the graph a title that explains what it is showing. 

Using Maps 

3 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
murals? Are they clustered in certain areas or spread out? 
Are there certain kinds of murals in particular locations? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

4 What might explain the patterns and trends you observed on 
the map? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

5 
Suggest a location for a new mural based on your analysis of 
the map and graph. Where should the mural be located? How 
should the mural be designed? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

6 Compare your mural map with a classmate. What similarities 
and differences exist in your maps? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

7 Imagine you are visiting town for the first time. What would 
be your first impression of our town based on the murals? Using Maps 

8 How do the murals contribute to your sense of community? 
Give 2 to 3 examples.  Using Maps 

Mission 5: 
Environmental 
Justice 

1 
Analyze the extent to which environmental justice or 
injustice exists in our community by using maps, graphs, and 
GIS. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

2 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
income? Which regions have low, middle, and high incomes? 
Where are they located? 

Spatial Analysis 

3 What do you notice about income in the neighborhoods 
located near the factory? Spatial Analysis 

4 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
education levels? Which regions have low, middle, and high 
levels of education? Where are they located? 

Spatial Analysis 

5 What do you notice about the level of education in the 
neighborhoods located near the factory? Spatial Analysis 
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Assessment 
 
Questions & Prompts 
 

Standards 
Assessed 

Mission 5: 
Environmental 
Justice 

6 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
white, non-Hispanic people? Which regions have low and 
high concentrations of white people? 

Spatial Analysis 

7 

What do you notice about the number of white people in 
neighborhoods located near the factory? Is this similar or 
different from the number of white people in other parts of 
the community? 

Spatial Analysis 

8 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
Hispanic/Latino people? Which regions have low and high 
concentrations of Hispanic/Latino people? 

Spatial Analysis 

9 

What do you notice about the number of Hispanic/Latino 
people in neighborhoods located near the factory? Is this 
similar or different from the number of Hispanic/Latino 
people in other parts of the community? 

Spatial Analysis 

10 
What patterns or trends do you notice in the distribution of 
Black, non-Hispanic people? Which regions have low and 
high concentrations of Black people? 

Spatial Analysis 

11 How does this map compare to the other maps of racial and 
ethnic groups in the community? Spatial Analysis 

12 Describe the overall trend in sulfur dioxide levels from 2000-
2018 in this community. Using Maps 

13 
Do you recognize patterns or trends in the population that 
live near sources of air pollution in the community? Consider 
income, education level, and race/ethnicity in your response. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

14 
Based on this geographic information, to what extent does 
environmental justice exist in the community regarding clean 
air? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

15 
Compare your analysis with a classmate. What similarities 
and differences exist in your analysis of environmental 
justice? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

Mission 6: 
Counter-Map 
Case Study 

1 
Choose a counter-map to study from This Is Not an Atlas. 
Explore different ways people map stories about their 
communities. 

Using Maps 

2 Does the map have these components? If the component is 
present, check the box and then briefly describe it. Using Maps 

3 Who made the map? Using Maps 

4 What was the topic of the counter-map? Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

5 How did the mapmaker design the map? What choices did 
they make? Using Maps 

6 What makes it a “counter-map”? Look back at the definition 
on the front page. Apply it to the map you studied. 

Using Maps 
Taking Informed 

Action 

7 What story or message do you think the mapmaker was 
trying to convey? How do you know? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 
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Assessment 
 
Questions & Prompts 
 

Standards 
Assessed 

Mission 6: 
Counter-Map 
Case Study 

8 
Compare your counter-map with a classmate who chose a 
different one. What similarities and differences exist in these 
maps? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 
Question 

1 

A Geo-Inquiry Question asks us to think about where things 
are and how they are connected to other things and why that 
is important. For the list below, put a checkmark next to the 
question that can be classified as a Geo-Inquiry Question. 

Using Maps 

2 What topic or issue in our community are you interested in 
exploring? 

Taking Informed 
Action 

3 What do you know about this topic? Taking Informed 
Action 

4 What are some things you need to know about this topic? 
Write at least five questions you could ask about this topic. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

5 Looking at your list of questions above, circle 3 that you 
think are the most interesting. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

6 Why do you think these questions are interesting? Taking Informed 
Action 

7 

Answer the following questions by checking yes or no. 
1. Could you answer your question quickly using a map, 

Google search, or other tool? 
2. Do you care about the answer to your question? 
3. Is your question important to your community? 
4. Can you think of information or data that would help 

you answer this question? 
5. Will you be able to find this information and collect this 

data? 
6. Will the answer to your question better help you 

understand how to address a community issue or solve a 
problem? 

7. Will you be able to use this question to make a positive 
change in your community? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

8 
Write the final version of your Geo-Inquiry question here. 
This will be the question that drives your counter-map final 
project. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map 

1 How have you decided to visualize the data you are 
collecting? Using Maps 

2 Why did you decide to visualize it this way? Using Maps 

3 
Think about the components of your map. Use the checklist 
below as a guide. Some of these components might be 
important for telling your story, but others might not! 

Using Maps 

4 Who is your intended audience for this counter-map? How 
will that affect the way that you design the map? Using Maps 

5 What kind of information and data have you collected to 
answer your question? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
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Assessment 
 
Questions & Prompts 
 

Standards 
Assessed 

Mission 8: 
Counter-Map 

6 Does the information and data you’ve collected seem 
credible? Explain your reasoning. 

Using Maps 
Taking Informed 

Action 

7 Do you see patterns, trends, or clusters in the visual you 
created? Describe them. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

8 Do you think any of the things you measured depend on what 
they are near on the map? What evidence supports this? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

9 
Do you notice any connections between the different types of 
information and data you’re collecting? If so, describe how 
they might be connected. What evidence supports this? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 

10 Which of these patterns or trends will help you answer your 
Geo-Inquiry question? 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 

11 Write the answer to your Geo-Inquiry question. Give 
evidence to support your answer. 

Using Maps 
Spatial Analysis 
Taking Informed 

Action 
 

 

 

Table 39 Variables for Data Analysis 

 

Categorical  
Variables 

(8) 
 

Standards Scores by Mission 
(25) 

Average 
Scores 

(5) 
 

StudyID 

PilotGroup 

Age 

Grade 

Gender 

Race 

Completion100 

Completion96 

 

 
UsingMaps1 

UsingMaps2 

UsingMaps3 

UsingMaps4 

UsingMaps5 

UsingMaps6 

UsingMaps7 

UsingMaps8 

 
MentalMaps1 

 
SpatialAnalysis1 

SpatialAnalysis2 

SpatialAnalysis3 

SpatialAnalysis4 

SpatialAnalysis5 

SpatialAnalysis6 

SpatialAnalysis7 

SpatialAnalysis8 

 
TakingAction1 

TakingAction2 

TakingAction3 

TakingAction4 

TakingAction5 

TakingAction6 

TakingAction7 

TakingAction8 

 
UsingMapsAvg 

SpatialAnalysisAvg 

TakingActionAvg 

AverageScore 

CompletionRate 
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Figure 55 Codebook for Quantitative Analysis 

Description: Data from a sample of adolescents enrolled in a geography curriculum pilot. 

Format: A dataset with 46 observations of the following 38 variables. 

 

StudyID  Study ID number assigned to each student 

PilotGroup  1=1st quarter pilot group, 2=2nd quarter pilot group 

Age 
 

Age (years) 

Grade 
 

9=freshman, 10=sophomore, 11=junior, 12=senior 

Gender 
 

F=female, M=male, N=non-binary 

Race 
 

Asian, Black, Latino, White 

Completion100  1=students who completed all 25 scores, 0=students with at least 1 or 
more missing scores 

Completion96  1=students who completed at least 24 out of 25 scores, 0=students at 
least 2 or more missing scores 

UsingMaps1 
 

Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 1: Mental Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

MentalMaps1 
 

Evaluation of NGS Standard 2 for Mission 1: Mental Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Draw a mental map, 2=Interpret information in 
mental maps, 3=Compare mental maps to evaluate perceptions, 
4=Create community maps to answer geographic questions 

SpatialAnalysis1 
 

Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 1: Mental Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction1 
 

Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 1: Mental Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data  

UsingMaps2  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 2: Campus Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 
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SpatialAnalysis2  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 2: Campus Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction2  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 2: Campus Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps3  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 3: Asset Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

SpatialAnalysis3  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 3: Asset Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction3  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 3: Asset Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps4  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 4: Mural Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

SpatialAnalysis4  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 4: Mural Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction4  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 4: Mural Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps5  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 5: Environmental Justice 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 
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SpatialAnalysis5  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 5: Environmental Justice 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction5  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 5: Environmental Justice 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps6  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 6: Counter-Map Case Study 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

SpatialAnalysis6  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 6: Counter-Map Case Study 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction6  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 6: Counter-Map Case Study 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps7  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 7: Geo-Inquiry Questions 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

SpatialAnalysis7  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission  7: Geo-Inquiry Questions 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction7  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission  7: Geo-Inquiry Questions 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMaps8  Evaluation of NGS Standard 1 for Mission 8: Counter-Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 
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SpatialAnalysis8  Evaluation of NGS Standard 3 for Mission 8: Counter-Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingAction8  Evaluation of C3 Dimension 4 for Mission 8: Counter-Map 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

UsingMapsAvg  Average score for all missions evaluating NGS Standard 1  
0=No evidence, 1=Identify properties and functions of maps, 
2=Describe uses of maps, 3=Analyze maps to ask or answer questions, 
4=Communicate solutions using map data 

MentalMapsAvg 
 

Average score for all missions evaluating NGS Standard 2  
0=No evidence, 1=Draw a mental map, 2=Interpret information in 
mental maps, 3=Compare mental maps to evaluate perceptions, 
4=Create community maps to answer geographic questions 

SpatialAnalysisAvg  Average score for all missions evaluating NGS Standard 3  
0=No evidence, 1=Describe spatial organization using distance, 
direction, or location, 2=Describe patterns and trends in spatial data, 
3=Analyze processes that influence spatial distribution, 4=Synthesize 
multiple sources of data sources to understand the consequences of 
spatial organization 

TakingActionAvg  Average score for all missions evaluating C3 Dimension 
0=No evidence, 1=Identify community assets or problems, 2=Describe 
potential solutions to a community problem, 3=Apply geographic 
knowledge to advocate about a community issue, 4=Take informed 
action based on synthesis of geographic data 

AverageScore  Average score for all missions on all standards. Reported as an integer 
from 0 to 4. 

CompletionRate  Average number of standards with scores entered divided by the total 
number of scores (25). Reported as an integer from 0 to 1.  
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Table 40 Shapiro-Wilk Test of Normality 

  
 

Statistic 
 

df Sig. 

Mission 1 

Using Maps .770 41 <.001 
Mental Maps .816 42 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .357 41 <.001 
Taking Action .233 39 <.001 

Mission 2 
Using Maps .715 42 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .288 41 <.001 
Taking Action .428 40 <.001 

Mission 3 
Using Maps .708 44 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .746 45 <.001 
Taking Action .711 44 <.001 

Mission 4 
Using Maps .889 42 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .619 41 <.001 
Taking Action .794 41 <.001 

Mission 5 
Using Maps .850 46 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .705 46 <.001 
Taking Action .803 43 <.001 

Mission 6 
Using Maps .684 43 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .871 42 <.001 
Taking Action .687 36 <.001 

Mission 7 
Using Maps .837 35 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .881 34 .002 
Taking Action .755 35 <.001 

Mission 8 
Using Maps .810 44 <.001 
Spatial Analysis .856 43 <.001 
Taking Action .868 42 <.001 

Note. Data is displayed by standard scores within each assessment. 
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Appendix D: Results Tables & Figures 

Figure 56 Boxplot: Using Maps Mission Scores  

 

 

Figure 57 Boxplot: Mental Maps  
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Figure 58 Boxplot: Spatial Analysis Mission Scores  

 

 

Figure 59 Boxplot: Taking Informed Action Mission Scores  
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Figure 60 Histograms Over Time: Using Maps 
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Figure 61 Histograms Over Time: Spatial Analysis 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 3 Mission 4 
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Figure 62 Histograms Over Time: Taking Action 
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Figure 63 Histogram: Mental Maps 
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Table 41 Choropleth Table: Using Maps Mission Scores 

 
Mission 1: 

Mental Map 
 

Mission 2: 
Campus 

Map 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

Question 

Mission 8: 
Counter-

Map 

        
1 2 2 3 3 3 2 4 
1 2 2 3 2 2 0 2 
1 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 
2 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 
2 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 
2 2 2 3 3 2  3 
  2 4 3 2  4 

1 2 1 3 1 2 0 2 
0 1 2 1 2 1  3 
   1 1 1 0  

1 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 
1 1 2 3 2 2 2 4 
2  0 1 1   1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 
1 2 2 3 3 2 0 4 
1 1 1 2 0 1 0 3 
1 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 
1 2 2 3 3 2 0 3 
1 1 2 3 2 2 1 4 
2 2 3 3 2 2 1 3 
1 1  2 3 2 0 1 
0 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 
0 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 
2 2 2 3 3 2  3 
2 1 2  1 1 0  
1 2 2 2 2 2  2 
1 1 1 3 1 2  1 
0 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 
0  1 2 2 1 2 1 
1 2 2 2 1 2  3 
1 2 2 3 2 2  3 
1 2 2 2 1 2 1 3 
1 1 2 2 3 2 2 4 
1 2 2 2 3 2 2 4 
1 2 2  3 2 3 3 
 1 2 3 2   3 

1 2 2  2 2 3 3 
1 1 2 2 1  0 3 
1 0 1 0 1 2 1 3 
2 2 3 4 3 2 3 4 
1 0 0  1 1 0 0 
 1 2 1 2 2 3 3 

0 1 2 4 2 2 2 4 
 1 1 2 1 1  3 

1 1 2 2 2 2 0 4 
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Table 42 Choropleth Table: Spatial Analysis Mission Scores 

 
Mission 1: 

Mental Map 
 

Mission 2: 
Campus 

Map 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

Question 

Mission 8: 
Counter-

Map 

        
1 1 2 2 3 2 1 4 
1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 
1 1 2 2 2 0 1 3 
1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 
1 1 2 3 3 2 1 4 
1 1 3 3 4 0   3 
    3 3 3 0   4 
1 1 3 3 2 1 0   
1 0 3 2 2 1   2 
    1 2 3 1 1   
1 1 3 3 3 2 2 4 
1 1 2 3 2 0 1 2 
1 1 2 3 2 2 3 4 
1   2 2 2     2 
0 0 2 2 2 0 1 3 
1 1 3 3 3 3 2 4 
1 1 1 3 2 1 2 3 
1 1 2 3 3 2 2 4 
1 1 2 3 3 1 0 2 
1 1 2 3 3 2 2 4 
1 1 3 3 2 2 2 3 
1 1   3 2 1 1 1 
1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 
1 1 3 2 2 1   2 
1 1 3 3 3 2   2 
1 1 2   2 1 0   
1 1 3 2 2 2   2 
1 1 2 2 2 0   2 
0 1 3 2 2 1 0 1 
1   2 2 3 1 1 1 
1 1 2 2 2 1   2 
1 1 2 3 2 1   2 
1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 
1 1 2 3 3 1 2 4 
1   3 3 3 2 0 4 
1 1 2   4 3 3 4 
  1 3 3 3     2 
1 1 2   3 1 2 3 
1 1 2 3 2   1 2 
1 1 3 2 2 0 1 1 
2 1 3 3 2 3 2 4 
1 0 0   2 0 1 1 
  1 3   3   3 3 
1 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 
  1 2 2 3 0   3 
1 1 3 3 2 0 2 4 
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Table 43 Choropleth Table: Taking Informed Action Mission Scores 

 
Mission 1: 

Mental Map 
 

Mission 2: 
Campus 

Map 

Mission 3: 
Asset Map 

Mission 4: 
Mural Map 

Mission 5: 
Env. Justice 

Mission 6: 
Case Study 

Mission 7: 
Geo-Inquiry 

Question 

Mission 8: 
Counter-

Map 

        
  0 2 2 1 1 2 3 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 
0 0 1 0 2 1 2 2 
0 0 2 2 1 1 0 2 
0 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 
0   2 2 2     2 
    2 2 2   2 3 
0 0 2 1 0 1 2 2 
0 0 1 0 1 0 2 2 
      0 0   1   
  1 1 1 1 0 1 4 
0 0 0 0 0       
0 0 2 1 0 0 1 3 
0   0 0 0 0   1 
0 0 2 0 1 0   2 
0 0 2 2 1   2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 2 2   0 2 3 
  0 1 1 2 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1   2 2 
0 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 
0 0   1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 2 1 2   2 2 
0 0 0 1 0   2 1 
0 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 
0 0 1     0 0   
0   0 2 2 1   1 
0 0 0 0 0 0   0 
0 0 2 1 1 0 1   
0   2 2 1 1 1 1 
0 0 2 2 1 1   2 
1 0 2 2 2 0   2 
0 1 2 0 1 0   2 
0 0 2 1 0 1 0 3 
0 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 
0 0 2   2 1 2 2 
  0 2 2       2 
0 0 2   0 0 2 2 
0 0 0 1 0   0 2 
0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 
0 0 0   0 0 0 1 
0 0 2   1 0 2 3 
0 0 1 2 2 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0   2 
  0 1 0 1 1 1 4 
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Table 44 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Mental Maps Scores on Mission 1 by Gender 

Total N 42 
Test Statistic 150.00 
Standard Error 36.776 
Standardized Test Statistic -2.107 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .035 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

Male-Female 102.000 33.333 -2.565 .005 .015 
Male-Nonbinary 23.000 6.088 1.314 .094 .283 
Female-Nonbinary 25.000 9.613 .000 .500 1.000 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
 

 

 

Table 45 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Using Maps Scores on Mission 2 by Gender 

Total N 42 
Test Statistic 150.000 
Standard Error 35.065 
Standardized Test Statistic -2.338 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .019 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

Male-Nonbinary 12.500 6.110 -.573 .283 .850 
Male-Female 118.000 31.784 -2.328 .010 .030 
Nonbinary-Female 19.500 8.376 -.537 .296 .887 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
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Table 46 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Taking Action Scores on Mission 2 by Gender 

Total N 40 
Test Statistic 159.500 
Standard Error 22.978 
Standardized Test Statistic -2.220 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .026 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

Male-Female 127.500 21.156 -2.127 .017 .050 
Nonbinary-Female 17.000 7.391 -.812 .208 .625 
Male-Nonbinary 15.000 .000 .000 .500 1.000 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
 

 

 

Table 47 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Taking Action Scores on Mission 3 by Gender 

Total N 44 
Test Statistic 157.500 
Standard Error 37.915 
Standardized Test Statistic -2.440 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .015 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

Male-Nonbinary 15.500 6.568 .076 .470 1.000 
Male-Female 124.000 34.407 -2.441 .007 .022 
Nonbinary-Female 18.000 9.226 -.867 .193 .579 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
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Table 48 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Using Maps Scores on Mission 2 by Race 

Total N 42 
Test Statistic 81.000 
Standard Error 32.651 
Standardized Test Statistic -3.782 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) <.001 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

White-Asian 10.000 10.967 -1.732 .042 .250 
White-Black 5.000 7.592 -1.251 .105 .632 
White-Latino 50.000 27.506 -3.454 <.001 .002 
Asian-Black 1.000 .000 .000 .500 1.000 
Asian-Latino 10.000 .000 .000 .500 1.000 
Black-Latino 5.000 .000 .000 .500 1.000 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
 

 

 

Table 49 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Spatial Analysis Scores on Mission 4 by Race 

Total N 41 
Test Statistic 274.000 
Standard Error 30.456 
Standardized Test Statistic 2.643 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .008 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

Black-Asian .500 .000 .000 .500 1.000 
Black-Latino 7.500 2.828 .707 .240 1.000 
Black-White 24.500 6.481 1.620 .053 .316 
Asian-Latino 3.500 2.828 -.707 .240 1.000 
Asian-White 24.500 6.481 1.620 .053 .316 
Latino-White 213.500 26.631 2.234 .013 .076 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
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Table 50 Jonckheere-Terpstra Tables: Taking Action Scores on Mission 5 by Race 

Total N 43 
Test Statistic 139.000 
Standard Error 36.672 
Standardized Test Statistic -2.222 
Asymptotic Sig. (2-sided test) .026 

 

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test 
Statistic Std. Error Std. Test 

Statistic Sig. Adj. Sig.a 

White-Latino 107.500 30.836 -1.686 .046 .275 
White-Asian 13.000 11.546 -1.386 .083 .497 
White-Black 2.500 8.037 -1.493 .068 .406 
Latino-Asian 13.500 .536 .536 .296 1.000 
Latino-Black 2.000 3.195 -1.095 .137 .820 
Asian-Black .500 .707 -.707 .240 1.000 
 * Each row tests the null hypothesis that the Sample 1 and Sample 2 distributions are the same. 
   Asymptotic significances (1-sided tests) are displayed. The significance level is .050. 

a. Significance values have been adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. 
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